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Abstract
With the emergence of efficient semiconductor solid state lighting a new application space has
emerged for communications, namely visible light communications (VLC). The high speed
modulation capabilities of Gallium Nitride (GaN) based LEDs and laser diodes means these
devices have the potential to supplement or replace existing radio wave standards such as Wifi,
as well as creating new applications for optical communications such as underwater VLC. Given
the ever increasing demand for information in modern society, it is desirable to continually in-
crease the bandwidth capabilities of communication systems through both exploration of unused
frequency spectrum, like the visible spectrum, and also the application of existing and develop-
ing multiplexing techniques.
This thesis will focus on the investigation of quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) based
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) as applied to GaN based sources in various
VLC systems. In this thesis investigation of complex modulation formats and advanced multi-
plexing techniques applied to novel µ-LED devices has shown VLC system bandwidths of up
to 655 MHz and data rates of up to 7.91 Gbit/s which, to the authors knowledge, is the highest
data rate achieved using a single µ-LED pixel for data transmission.
The laser based VLC systems shown in this thesis have utilised both the simplest form of
baseband modulation on off keying (OOK) as well as QAM based OFDM. These systems, at the
time of publication, demonstrated the highest data rate achieved for each of these modulation
types using commercially available devices.
In addition to multiplexing using orthogonal frequencies the implementation of spatial mul-
tiplexing has become an area of great interest for free-space optical (FSO) communication links,
particularly for its use in last-mile links within larger optical networks. Light carrying orbital
angular momentum (OAM) has emerged as a potential candidate that could be utilised for mul-
tiplexing independent channels. The feasability of OAM multiplexing underwater has been
investigated through analysis of inter-channel crosstalk for a set of 11 OAM modes propagating
through 3 m of slowly flowing water, similar to that found in Oceanic conditions. At publication
this was the first investigation of its kind where crosstalk effects induced by flowing water were
measured.
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showing the stability is broadly similar for the higher order modes. . . . . . . . 95
5.7 Optical scattering from particulates are a concern with a submersed optical link.
These particles move with the fluid flow and can result in a variance in measured
crosstalk and power loss. The normalised power is considered frame-by-frame
for flow speeds 1.08 ms−1, 1.32 ms−1 and 2.02 ms−1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis demonstrates the application of OFDM in visible light communication systems with
both LEDs and lasers in free space. Furthermore, the effects from underwater turbulence on
visible light OAM modes, which is an additional degree of multiplexing proposed for VLC,
are demonstrated. The transmitter sources used in this thesis are LEDs and lasers, this chapter
serves as a general introduction to these sources and their distinct characteristics. Additionally,
the two multiplexing schemes employed in the experimental work detailed in this thesis, namely
OFDM and OAM multiplexing, are described in this chapter. The chapter begins with a brief
overview of the historical development of LEDs. The subsequent section then describes the
structure and operation of LEDs. The two following sections introduce the laser diode covering
historical development and operation in a similar manner to the introduction to LEDs. The final
two sections will cover the historical development and theoretical basis for both OFDM and
OAM.
1.1 The development of light-emitting diodes
The mechanism for photon emission in LEDs is distinct from that evident in incandescent light
sources. Whilst incandescence relies on an increase in temperature within a material to emit
light, typically > 750◦C, LEDs experience electroluminescence through the recombination of
electrons and holes even at room temperature. Henry Joseph Round first demonstrated this in
1907 when he observed yellowish light as a result of electroluminescence from a silicon car-
bide (SiC) crystal. He was investigating the crystal for use as a solid-state rectifying detector
in a crystal detector radio [1]. Investigation and development of the process for producing SiC
ensued in the following decades and by the late 1960s higher quality SiC films were being pro-
duced [2]. Even so, the best blue p-n junction LEDs of this era had only 0.005% electrical to
optical power efficiency [3]. By the time the most highly efficient SiC LEDs had been demon-
strated, with 0.03% efficiency emitting at 470 nm, gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP) diodes
had already proved a more efficient material and therefore work on SiC LEDs ceased.
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Using GaAsP, Holonyak et al began the era of viable visible LEDs operating at room tem-
perature in 1962 [4]. Only 6 years later, in 1968, the Monsanto corporation was selling GaAsP
p-n junction LEDs emitting red light for use in calculators, wristwatches and other applications.
This was the first mass production of LEDs. These LEDs are currently used for low cost and low
brightness applications, such as indicator lamps, due to their limited brightness. This is because
the high density of dislocations between the GaAsP epilayer and the GaAs substrate results in a
low external efficiency of 0.2% or less for these devices [5, 6].
The semiconductor used for contemporary white lighting LEDs is Gallium Nitride (GaN)
and this material is the basis for the sources used in this thesis. In 1968, James Tietjen of Radio
Corporation America (RCA) wanted to design a flat television. In order to achieve this he de-
cided to use LEDs as they were a compact source of light. However, bright blue LEDs were not
available like red and green LEDs at the time. Tietjen encharged Paul Maruska, a member of his
group, with the responsibility of discovering a method for growth of single crystal GaN, which
Tiejten believed would produce blue light. Maruska and Tietjen made numerous contributions
to the understanding of GaN, notably producing the first single crystal film [7]. However, it was
not until 1971 that electroluminescence was first demonstrated in GaN by Pankove et al. [8].
The inability to produce p-type conductivity in GaN and its inefficiency caused research into
these devices to almost halt. Although work had ceased elsewhere research continued in Japan.
In 1989 the first true p-type doping and p-type conductivity was achieved by Amano et al. [9].
Over the following year advances in p-type doping, activating Mg dopants and superlattice dop-
ing specifically, paved the way for efficient p-n junction LEDs [10, 11]. Eventually the first
feasible blue and green GaN based heterostructure LEDs were demonstrated by Nakamura et
al. [12–14]. As part of the research group at Nichia Chemical Industries in Japan, Nakamura et
al. demonstrated GaN based LEDs with efficiencies of 10%.
Indium gallium nitride (InGaN) is the ternary compound used along with a colour converting
phosphor for white light LEDs. InGaN has some interesting material properties which are still
being investigated. One of these properties is the high efficiency of InGaN despite the high
concentration of dislocations within the InGaN/GaN epitaxial film. These threading dislocations
are as a result of the use of sapphire and SiC as substrates for GaN and InGaN epitaxial film.
Previous to the discovery of highly efficient InGaN LEDs it was thought that LEDs required
dislocations of < 103 cm−2 in order to be efficient [15]. Current dislocation densities in InGaN
are approximately 109 cm−2. Despite the number of dislocations found in InGaN LEDs they still
have comparable performance with other arsenide and phosphide LEDs [9]. The high efficiency
of GaN and InGaN materials is believed to be as a result of the short diffusion length of holes and
low electrical activity of dislocations. Another proposed cause of the high efficiency of InGaN
LEDs despite dislocations, is the In content [16]. If carriers are trapped in local minima as a
result of the In then they will not reach dislocations and will eventually recombine. However,
an understanding of the exact nature of the high efficiency of InGaN material has still not been
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Figure 1.1: Room-temperature bandgap energy, Eg, and emission wavelength versus lattice con-
stant for the AlInGaN-Nitride alloy system [19].
derived [17, 18]. As can be seen in Fig.1.1, InGaN LEDs should in theory be able to produce
light covering the full visible spectrum. However, it is difficult to produce high quality InGaN
where In is of a high proportion. This is partly due to the In re-evaporating from the growth
surface.
With all of the progress that has been made with the brightness and efficiency of LEDs
they are now finding use in numerous applications such as car headlights, street lamps, traffic
lights and several other fields. GaN based lighting is a safe and efficient means of modernizing
existing lighting infrastructure and could reduce lighting energy requirements to 1/5 of their
current consumption [20]. The prospective ubiquity of GaN based lighting has given rise to the
idea of VLC, where the visible spectrum augments the already congested radio frequency (RF)
spectrum to transmit data [21].
1.2 Operation of light-emitting diodes
The three material types in solid-state physics are conductors, insulators and semiconductors.
LEDs are fabricated from semiconductors. In these three material types, there exists a con-
duction band and valence band. Electrons in the conduction band can flow freely through the
material whilst valence electrons are bound to the orbit of their associated atom. Between the
conduction and valence band exists a bandgap of forbidden energy levels for both insulators and
semiconductors. With conductors, there is no band gap and therefore electrons continually oc-
cupy the conduction band, this means the material is able to conduct electricity easily. Insulators
have a large band gap and in these materials the valence band is filled with electrons whilst the
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Figure 1.2: Difference in energy level overlap shows for the conduction and valence bands for
insulators, semiconductors and conductors.
conduction band remains empty. Due to this, no electricity is conducted through an insulator.
Finally, semiconductors, as the name indicates, have conduction properties between that of con-
ductors and insulators. There exists a small bandgap in semiconductors, which electrons can
overcome with the addition of thermal energy or light absorption resulting in electron flow via
the conduction band. The bandgap energies for each material are depicted in Fig.1.2.
The most commonly used semiconductor in electronics is silicon (Si). Si is known as an el-
emental semiconductor as it contains only one element. Other semiconductors such as Gallium
arsenic (GaAs) contain two elements and are described as binary compound semiconductors.
Combining elements in this way makes it possible to manipulate the band structure of the mate-
rial. In order to change the conductivity of a semiconductor a process called doping is utilized.
To explain doping, let us firstly consider a pure Si lattice. When all the atoms in a material’s
lattice come from the same element, in this case Si, this is defined as an intrinsic semiconductor.
At room temperature, intrinsic semiconductors have some free carriers due to thermal excitation
or light absorption exciting electrons into the conduction band and creating an electron hole
pair. Even so, the net charge of material will be zero as every negatively charged electron in
the conduction band has a corresponding positively charged hole in the valence band. Si is part
of group IV in the table of elements meaning it has 4 valence electrons for each atom. Each Si
atom, as part of a lattice shares an electron with each of its 4 neighbours. P-type doping is the
exchange of some of the Si atoms for elements from group III in the table of elements, such as
Boron (B). This means only 3 covalent electrons exist, the absence of the fourth electron causes
the material to become positively charged. This atom from group III is called an acceptor as it
accepts electrons into the hole created by the absence of the fourth electron. Current is able to
flow by the movement of electrons into this hole. As an electron moves to annihilate an existing
hole it creates a hole at its previous location, moving the hole through the lattice. The effects of
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Figure 1.3: The effects on the material lattice of Silicon from Phosphorus and Boron doping can
be seen. With n-type an extra electron is available, whereas, p-type creates a hole for conduction
[22].
doping on the lattice can be seen in Fig.1.3. N-type doping is also depicted in Fig.1.3. In this
case a Phosphorus (P) atom, know as a donor atom due to it donating an electron, replaces a Si
atom. Phosphorus atoms have 5 valence electrons and only 4 of these are required for covalent
bonds, therefore, the excess electron can move freely through the lattice conducting electricity.
n-type material has a net negative charge.
As Si is doped new energy levels appear in the band diagram. The inclusion of acceptors in
p-type doping creates acceptor energy levels just above the valence band. It is then easier for
electrons to be excited and occupy this energy state leaving a hole in the valence band. A similar
situation arises in n-type doping, however, the new energy levels are close to the conduction
band and excitation of electron then results in that electron moving from the donor energy level
into the conduction band where it is then free to move through the crystal. Fig.1.4 shows the
position of the donor and acceptor energy levels in n-type and p-type doping. The following
section will show how this process of doping intrinsic semiconductors facilitates light emission.
1.2.1 Electroluminescence
The physical process for producing light in LEDs is called electroluminescence. If an LED
is under bias conditions the injected electrons move through the lattice of the semiconductor
spontaneously recombining with holes. The electron moves from a higher energy state in the
conduction band releasing energy in the form of light or heat and recombines with a hole in the
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Figure 1.4: New energy levels are created within the forbidden bandgap after doping. [23].
valence band. When light is emitted this process is called electroluminescence and the energy
emitted from this recombination, approximately equal to the energy band gap, is described by
Eq.1.1.
Eg = Ec−Ev (1.1)
Where Eg is band gap energy, Ec is minimum energy level of the conduction band and
Ev is the maximum energy of the valence band. The wavelength of the emitted photon can be
calculated from the energy released by the electron which is approximately equal to the bandgap
energy. This is shown in Eq.1.2. Therefore, materials with different bandgaps emit different
wavelengths of light and bandgaps can be engineered to produce different wavelengths using
compound semiconductors.
E ≈ Eg ≈ hcλ (1.2)
Where E is the energy of the emitted photon, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, h is Planck’s
constant and λ is the wavelength of the emitted photon. Semiconductors can be split into two
broad categories: Indirect and direct bandgap. The difference between these two types can be
seen in Fig.1.5. With direct bandgap semiconductors the lowest energy level in the conduction
band aligns with the highest energy in the valence band in k-space. As Fig.1.5 shows this is not
the case for indirect bandgap semiconductors. As electrons tend to relax to the lowest energy
level in the conduction band and holes tend to relax to the highest energy level in the valence
band this results in the carriers being misaligned in k-space for indirect semiconductors. As
a result there is extra energy required for an electron and hole to align and recombine. This
energy is required in the form of a phonon to change the momentum of the electron so that it
can then make the transition. This means that recombination with indirect bandgap materials is
less likely than with direct bandgap materials. Therefore, direct bandgaps are a more efficient
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Figure 1.5: a) The alignment of the minimum energy of the conduction band and maximum in
the valence band for a direct bandgap semiconductor b) This minimum and maximum is not
aligned with indirect bandgap materials [24].
choice for the emission of photons from electroluminescence. The next section will discuss
the combination of p-type and n-type semiconductors to facilitate carrier injection and efficient
recombination within an LED.
1.2.2 The p-n diode
The basic design of an LED is based on the p-n junction diode. A p-n junction is formed when
an area of p-type semiconductor is grown adjacent to an area of n-type semiconductor. The
heavily doped regions are formed using epitaxial growth, meaning they are grown layer by layer
atomically directly onto a substrate. The junction formed at the p and n doped materials is
known as a homojunction when the same semiconductor is used on both sides.
At the boundary between the p and n type materials there exists a region depleted of both
electrons and holes named the depletion region. This region occurs due to diffusion of electrons
from the n-doped material to the p-doped side where they recombine with holes in the accep-
tors. A reciprocal process occurs with the diffusion of holes into the n-doped material and the
subsequent recombination of the holes with the excess electrons from the donors. This results
in statically charged atoms and a depletion of mobile charge carriers. The result is a potential
arising from the statically charged acceptor and donor atoms called the diffusion voltage given
by Eq.1.3.
VD =
kT
e
ln
NAND
n2i
(1.3)
Where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration of the semiconductor, Na and Nd are the ac-
ceptor and donor concentrations respectively, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature and e
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Figure 1.6: a) The p-n diode under zero bias showing the depletion region and the corresponding
energy band diagram where z is the spatial dimension perpendicular to the junction. b) The
junction is now shown under forward bias with a reduced depletion region width and changed
energy band diagram.
is elementary charge. This diffusion voltage is the voltage that must be overcome by a carrier
to reach the neutral region of the other conductivity type, that is, the diffusion voltage must be
overcome to conduct current. The p-n junction under zero bias is shown in Fig.1.6.a) with the
depletion region indicated in blue and the result of the diffusion voltage seen in the change of
the conduction and valence band across this region.
The Shockley equation describing the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of an ideal p-n
junction diode with cross-sectional area A is given by Eq.1.4.
I = Is(e
eV
kT −1) where Is = eA
(√
Dp
τp
n2i
ND
+
√
Dn
τn
n2i
NA
)
(1.4)
Where Dp,n and τp,n are the electron and hole diffusion constants and minority carrier life-
times respectively and V is the applied voltage. The diode acts like a rectifier, opposing current
flow in one direction and facilitating it in the opposite direction. This occurs when the diode is
reversed bias because the applied biasing voltage further enhances the barrier seen by carriers
due to the diffusion voltage. When a voltage V is applied in the forward bias this reduces the
change in the conduction and valence bands across the junction as seen in Fig.1.6.b). This makes
it easier for holes and electrons to pass across this region and conduct current. Under forward
bias conditions V  KTe and therefore exp( eVkT −1)≈ exp( eVkT ) and the Shockley equation can be
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written as in Eq.1.5.
I = eA
(√
Dp
τp
NA+
√
Dn
τn
ND
)
(e
eV−eVD
kT ) (1.5)
As can be seen by looking at the exponent of the exponential function in Shockley’s rewritten
equation, the current strongly increases as the applied voltage approaches the diffusion voltage.
The voltage required to reach this strong increase is called the threshold voltage (Vth) and is
approximately equal to VD. For an ideal diode Vth is approximately equal to the bandgap energy
over the elementary charge shown in Eq.1.6.
Vth =
Eg
e
(1.6)
After the forward bias voltage surpasses Vth electrons and holes can easily diffuse through
the depletion region and into the p and n-type regions. After reaching these regions they will
recombine with the majority carriers in these regions emitting light. The next section will elab-
orate further on the design and structure commonly found in LEDs.
1.2.3 Quantum well structure
One disadvantage of p-n diodes is their large area, this is a disadvantage when it comes to
radiative recombination and efficiency of an LED. As minority carriers are dispersed over a
large area reducing the carrier concentration, this also reduces the recombination rate. The
recombination rate is given by the bimolecular recombination formula in Eq.1.7.
R = Bnp (1.7)
Where B is the bimolecular recombination coefficient, n is the electron carrier concentration
and p is the hole carrier concentration. Therefore, it is evident from Eq.1.7 that the recombi-
nation rate is proportional to the concentration of electrons and holes and that reducing these
reduces the efficiency. The p-i-n diode offers a solution to this issue of low carrier concentra-
tion by confining carriers to a smaller area and increasing the concentration. The p-i-n diode
works by sandwiching an area of intrinsic semiconductor with a small bandgap between heavily
doped p and n regions of a semiconductor with a large bandgap. This creates two large bandgap
cladding regions which confine the carriers to the active region of the small bandgap intrinsic
semiconductor. This is known as a double heterostructure, ’hetero’ from the two dissimilar
semiconductors forming a junction and ’double’ from the fact two heterojunctions are used. The
process of confinement can be understood by looking at the energy band diagram of a regular
p-n junction diode compared with that of a double hetero structure device shown in Fig.1.7.a)
and b). Fig.1.7.a) shows a homojunction under forward bias and Fig.1.7.b) shows the double
heterostructure also under forward bias. It can be seen schematically the double heterostructure
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Figure 1.7: a) The p-n diode under forward bias with carriers spread across the junction. b) p-i-
n diode with carriers concentrated in the intrinsic active region due to energy bandgap changes
[16].
confines the diffusing carriers in a smaller area where recombination is more efficient due to
higher carrier concentration. The width over which the carriers diffuse is much greater in the
homojunction.
If the active region is made small enough so that its length is comparable with the de Broglie
wavelength associated with the mass and momentum of the confined charge carriers, the active
region becomes a quantum well. The de Broglie wavelength is given by Eq.1.8.
λ =
h
p
=
h√
2m∗kT
(1.8)
Where m∗ is the carrier effective mass and p is the momentum. In this scenario, the carriers
are confined to movement in two dimensions as they cannot move in the z direction. The result of
this confinement is a change in the allowable energy states for such a carrier. The energy levels
the carrier can occupy no longer form a continuous band but instead are replaced with discrete
energy levels. This can be understood by imagining the active region is a one dimensional
’potential well’ with infinite potential either side of the well confining carriers inside the well
where they have zero potential. This is depicted in Fig.1.8. As the carrier cannot escape the well
and must be found there, boundary conditions can be applied to schrödinger’s equation with ψ
= 0 for W = 0 and W = L. Therefore, Schrödinger’s equation can be solved to give Eq.1.9
En =
n2h2
8mL2
(1.9)
Where n is an integer and L is the width of the quantum well. Therefore, the permissible
energy levels are found to be discrete and defined by the integer n. As a result of this carefully
controlling the length of the quantum well can manipulate the wavelength of the emitted photons.
Using quantum wells can cause diffusing carriers to fill the active region and cause carrier
overflow out of the region. To compensate for this effect in reality most LEDs used multiple
evenly spaced quantum wells called multi-quantum wells (MQW) to generate high carrier con-
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Figure 1.8: Theoretical one-dimensional potential well where a region of zero electrical potential
is bounded by barriers of infinite potential [25].
centration.
1.3 The development of lasers
The word laser is an acronym standing for light amplification by stimulated emission radiation.
It was in 1917 when Einstein first proposed stimulated emission as a distinguishable form of
emission [26]. This provided the theoretical basis for lasers but the laser was not to be demon-
strated for over forty years. The first demonstration of amplification through stimulated emission
was at microwave frequencies. In 1954 Townes demonstrated microwave amplification by stim-
ulated emission radiation (maser) when he directed excited ammonia molecules into a resonant
cavity resulting in amplification of a wavelength at a little over one centimetre [27]. The power
of the first maser was very small, only amounting to tens of nanowatts. Shortly after this demon-
stration research groups at IBM and Columbia University, amongst others, tried to create the first
laser. In 1960, working at Hughes laboratory, Theodore H. Maiman produced the first laser [28].
Using a flash lamp to optically pump a ruby rod, Maiman demonstrated pulsed operation of the
first laser which produced red light.
Later in 1960 Javan et al. produced the first continuous wave (CW) laser, which was also
the first gas laser [29]. Using helium-neon gas the laser demonstrated amplification at 1.15 µm
and was the first in a large number of discharge excited gas lasers to emerge. One of the most
important of these lasers was the first CW visible helium-neon laser. Whilst working at Bell
laboratories Alan White and Dane Rigden developed the helium-neon laser at 1.15 µm designed
by Javan et al. [30]. Observing the spectrum of emission from the helium-neon plasma they
noticed a spectral line at 632.8 nm. After adding reflective mirrors at this wavelength they were
able to show the laser working at 632.8 nm.
In 1961 Johnson and Nassau demonstrated the first neodymium-doped solid state laser [31].
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The following year Johnson et al. published their research reporting the operation of a CW
solid state laser at room temperature at 1.06 µm [32]. There was further development in solid
state lasers in 1962 reported by Robert N. Hall. Whilst attending the Solid State Devices Re-
search Conference in July, Hall witnessed a talk explaining the improved efficiency in GaAs
LEDs doped with Zinc impurities and cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures [33]. Realizing the
implications for lasers Hall worked on developing a GaAs laser diode and within two months
the first semiconductor laser had been manufactured [34]. Although this was the first semicon-
ductor laser diode it was operated with microsecond pulses and was cooled to liquid nitrogen
temperatures. By 1977 more practical laser diodes where available, Hartman et al. published
work showing GaAlAs lasers with a mean lifetime of 100 years under CW conditions [35].
As lasers have developed since the initial Ruby laser in 1960 towards the modern semicon-
ductor lasers available today so have their applications. An important milestone in this develop-
ment was the invention of the InGaN blue/violet laser diode by Nakamura in 1996 [36]. InGaN
lasers have since been developed to emit at 450 nm allowing the combination of blue, green and
red lasers to produce white light. Laser-based illumination has already been shown to produce
high quality colour rendering for white light illumination using multiple coloured sources and
using phosphor colour converters [37, 38]. Therefore, dual purpose lighting, where lasers are
used for VLC as well as illumination, has become a feasible option for next generation optical
communications. In addition to this potential use lasers have already been used in numerous
fields from retina treatment to the study of light-matter interactions for research [39, 40].
1.4 Operation of lasers
The fundamental process for emission of light in a laser is different from that of an LED. Laser
is an acronym standing for light amplification by stimulated emission radiation. Photons emitted
from a laser are as a result of stimulated emission as opposed to the spontaneous emission pro-
cess present in LEDs. To understand this process, a basic understanding of quantum mechanics
is required. The simplest example of atomic structure is the hydrogen atom. The hydrogen atom
has only one proton and therefore only one electron orbits the nucleus. Consulting Fig.1.9 we
can see the inner most orbit N = 1 where the energy level is labelled E1. This is the ground state
with the lowest energy level. As the orbit number increases so does the energy of the electron
and these levels above the ground state are called excited states. All of these energy levels are
discrete.
The different energy levels described by the orbit state of the electron are not the only deter-
mining factor for the discrete energy levels in matter. The nucleus of the atom itself has energy,
molecules of atoms have energy corresponding to their rotation and also to the vibrational energy
of the atoms within the molecules itself. All of these energy levels are used in different lasers to
produce emission. Lasers with emission from ultraviolet to infrared, such as neodymium lasers,
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Figure 1.9: Energy levels for different orbital states of a hydrogen atom.
are dependent upon electron transitions, whereas a carbon dioxide laser emitting infrared light
utilises transitions between different vibrational energy states of its atoms.
Within solids, liquids and gases atoms are constantly colliding causing changes in their en-
ergy levels. These changes do not all cause emission of light. The transitions that are funda-
mental to lasers are optically allowed transitions. When a photon is absorbed or emitted it must
satisfy the resonance condition E = hv where E must equal the transition energy between two
states given h is Planck’s constant and v is the frequency of the emitted or absorbed photon.
1.4.1 Absorption, spontaneous emission and stimulated emission
As was stated in the previous section as well as emitting photons it is possible for matter to
absorb photons. When a photon is absorbed by an electron it will transition from its current
energy state to a higher energy state. In order for absorption to be possible an atom must be in
a lower energy level and the energy of the absorbed photon must satisfy E = hv where E is the
transition energy between the two involved states. The probability of absorption is determined
by Einstein’s absorption coefficient and the population of the lower energy level.
As is discussed in section 1.2.1, it is possible for an excited atom or molecule to drop energy
levels spontaneously emitting a photon in the process without any stimulus. If a photon is
released by these means the energy of the photon will be equal to the difference between the
two energy states and its frequency will be determined by E = hv. Spontaneous emission occurs
at a rate independent of the population of an energy state. It is determined solely by the related
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Figure 1.10: Absorption and emission processes :a) absorption; b) spontaneous emission: c)
stimulated emission [41].
Einstein coefficient.
Lasers are dependent upon the process of stimulated emission for their operation. Unlike
spontaneous emission, where a photon is emitted without external stimulus of the atom, a photon
is required to interact with an excited atom or molecule to produce a new photon in a laser. The
stimulating photon must have energy equal to the transitional energy between the excited state
and a lower energy level. After interacting with the photon the atom or molecule will drop to
the lower energy level emitting a photon with the same frequency, phase and polarization as
the stimulating photon. The rate of stimulated emission is proportional to the population of the
excited energy level and to the related Einstein coefficient. The three processes are shown in
Fig.1.10.
As lasers depend on stimulated emission for their operation and LEDs depend on sponta-
neous emission this results in fundamental differences in performance. Looking at the typical
L-I characteristics of an LED in Fig.1.11 it can be seen that increasing the current through the
device causes the power to increase until a maximum output power is reached and increasing
the current beyond this point will result in a reduction in power. Looking at the L-I curve of a
typical laser in Fig.1.12 shows the output power continually increasing with drive current. If the
drive current of this device was to be increased further eventually the output power of the laser
would saturate, however, it would not experience the same reduction as the LED power does.
This is due to the difference between an LED internal quantum efficiency (IQE) and a laser IQE.
Eq.1.10 shows the formula for the IQE of an LED and Eq.1.11 shows the formula for IQE
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Figure 1.11: LVI curve of violet µ-LED at room temperature.
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Figure 1.12: LVI curve of blue laser at 17◦C.
of a laser.
ηIQE =
Bn2
An+Bn2+CN3
(1.10)
where n is the carrier density, Bn2 is the radiative recombination rate, and An and Cn are the
Shockley Read-Hall and Auger recombination rates, respectively. At high currents, Cn domi-
nates and reduces ηIQE .
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ηIQE =
Bn2+RstNph
An+Bn2+CN3+RstNph
(1.11)
Similarly to the LED formula for IQE, Eq.1.11 for laser IQE contains terms for the radiative
and non-radiative recombination which are dependent on the carrier density n. However, there
is an additional term RstNph. This is the stimulated emission rate multiplied by the cavity photon
density. As dominant process of emission in the laser is stimulated emission as opposed to spon-
taneous emission when the current is increased in a laser beyond threshold the photon density
term, Nph, increases at much quicker rate than the carrier density. Therefore, the dominant term
affecting the IQE of a laser is not the Auger term Cn but the stimulated emission term RstNph.
Hence, the difference in the IQE and output power as a function of current for lasers and LEDs.
The fact that lasers have a higher efficiency than LEDs at high drive current is one advantage
of lasers. The efficiency droop of LEDs and other advantages of lasers are discussed further in
section.3.2.
1.4.2 Population inversion
In order for stimulated emission to be the dominant process in a light source there must be
enough atoms or molecules in an excited state to allow stimulated emission to occur at a high
enough rate. As discussed in the previous section the rate of stimulated emission is dependent
upon the population of the excited energy level in the lasing medium. This is why a population
inversion is required. To explain this lets use the simple two level laser model shown in Fig.1.13.
Taking as an example a neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet laser with a wavelength of
1064 nm, the transition energy given by E = hv is approximately 1 eV. Given this and assuming
the laser is at room temperature we can use Eq.1.12 to calculate the population of N2 relative to
N1.
N2
N1
= e[−(E2−E1)/kT ] (1.12)
The result gives N2 = 1.5x10−17N1. The population of the lower energy level is much greater
than the population of the upper level for the two level system. Given the rate of absorption and
stimulated emission are proportional to the population of lower and upper states respectively,
the likelihood of absorption is much greater than the likelihood of stimulated emission. Lasers
require the rate of stimulated emission to be higher than the rate of absorption and spontaneous
emission. Therefore, the lasing medium must be altered such that the population of N2 is greater
than that of N1. As N2 is depleted also by spontaneous emission there is a certain value of
N2−N1 which produces lasing action known as the lasing threshold or inversion threshold. This
population inversion is achieved by what is known as pumping.
Pumping the laser medium can be achieved through optical or electrical pumping. Where
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Pump transitionLaser transition
Ground state
Figure 1.13: Two level laser system.
optical pumping is used the photons from a pumping source are absorbed by the lasing medium
exciting the atoms and causing them to move to the higher energy state. As the atoms populate
the higher energy states population inversion is achieved. Alternatively, electrical pumping can
be used. In this case electrical current is used to populate the upper state. This is the method
used mostly with semiconductor lasers.
1.4.3 Laser resonator and threshold
The most basic design for a laser resonator is shown in Fig.1.14. The lasing medium is bound by
two mirrors which cause photons to be reflected back through the medium increasing the gain
of the laser. At one end there is a partially emissive mirror which allows photons to escape. Not
only does this resonator increase the gain of the laser it will also limit the wavelengths that are
amplified to those which are resonant frequencies. Eq.1.13 describes the wavelength of these
resonant frequencies.
Roundtriplength = 2L = nλ (1.13)
Where L is the length of the resonator, n is an integer and λ is the wavelength of the wave.
Within the cavity there are optical losses associated with the mirrors and the gain medium.
If the optical gain of the medium is equal to the losses experienced in the medium the laser will
meet threshold conditions. Assuming steady state operation this is described by Eq.1.14.
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Figure 1.14: Lasing medium enclosed by mirrors.
R1R2e(2gthreshold l)e(−2αl) = 1 (1.14)
R1 and R2 are the power reflectivity of the mirrors at the ends of the cavity, l is the length
of the gain medium, exp(2gthresholdl) is the round trip threshold power gain and exp(2αl) is the
round trip power loss. Assuming the optical loss of the cavity is constant α = αo the threshold
gain shown in Eq.1.15 is found by rearranging Eq.1.14.
gthreshold = αo− 12l ln(R1R2) (1.15)
1.4.4 Semiconductor laser structure
A generic structure for a Fabry Perot semiconductor laser diode is shown in Fig.1.15. When
charge carriers recombine in the active region the emitted photons are reflected into the active
region using reflective surfaces creating a laser resonator as described in previous section. This
feedback allows stimulated emission to become dominant over spontaneous emission in the
active region. At the laser output the mirror is partially reflective allowing emission of photons
from the active region. The active region is placed between p-type and n-type cladding regions
which have a wider bandgap than the active region. This creates a quantum well and confines the
carrier to the active region which in turn increase the carrier concentration in the active region
making stimulated emission more probable.
From Fig.1.16 we can gain insight into the spectral output from the active region of the laser.
As is discussed in section.1.4.3 there are a limited number of longitudinal modes which are
resonant in the cavity this is depicted in Fig.1.16.b). However, this is not the laser spectral output.
The active region has an associated bandwidth at which it will emit photons as is shown in
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Figure 1.15: Generic structure for FP semiconductor laser [42].
Fig.1.16.a). When the bandwidth of the active region is combined with the resonant frequencies
of the cavity the spectral output of the laser can then be determined by Fig.1.16.c).
Figure 1.16: a) Laser gain bandwidth as a result of active region. b) The frequency of wave-
lengths which are resonant longitudinal modes of the cavity. c) Output spectrum of the laser as
a result of effects from both the active region and the cavity [43].
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1.5 Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
Fig.1.17 shows a block diagram which introduces the general concept of a FSO communication
system. A source is modulated at the transmitter by combining DC power with a modulated AC
signal which is transduced into an optical signal before being transmitted via a free space link to
a receiver which collects the signal and converts into an electrical signal before the signal is de-
modulated. In this thesis the bulk of the work has been concerned with making improvements to
the transmitter side of the system. This has been done by using a variety of optical sources with
various benefits and potential applications in VLC systems. Initially µ-LEDs were used as the
source for the VLC systems in this thesis. These sources offer high bandwidth modulation with
cheap production costs. However, these devices do not have the same efficiency, modulation
bandwidth and output power as lasers, this is discussed in more detail in section 3.2. There-
fore, the work in this thesis explores GaN-based laser diode capabilities within a VLC system
as an option for improving the transmitter performance. One of the main improvements to the
transmitter used in this thesis was the inclusion of complex modulation formats with advance
multiplexing techniques. QAM-based OFDM was used to improve the transmitter performance
and this multiplexing technique is introduced in this section. Other multiplexing techniques are
also available for optical communication systems and these are briefly discussed first in this
section before a more in depth discussion of OFDM is given.
Figure 1.17: Block diagram showing concept of optical communication system.
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1.5.1 Multiplexing techniques for optical communications
There are multiple dimensions available for multiplexing in optical communications. Fig.1.18
shows the five physical dimensions which can be exploited when multiplexing is desirable in
optical communications.
One of these dimensions which used in current fibre optic telecommunications is TDM,
where multiple signals are transmitted across the same channel link in temporal succession.
This is depicted in Fig.1.19. A pulse source is modulated by different modulators, each signal
then experiences a different time delay and is coupled into a single transmitted composite signal.
At the receiver the signal is then demultiplexed by sampling at the correct interval and the signal
is split into the different transmitted signals.
As Fig.1.19 demonstrates there is increased complexity over individual channel systems.
Figure 1.18: Five physical dimensions (polarization, frequency, quadrature, time and space)
form the basis of all electromagnetic communication techniques. Specific examples pertaining
to optical communications are shown. [44].
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Figure 1.19: Schematic of TDM system with modulators, time delays and transmission.
Optical time division multiplexing requires a splitter, additional modulators, components for
delaying and coupling the modulator outputs into one signal, a demultiplexer and additional
receivers.
The number of channels that can be interleaved is limited by the width of the pulse source
compared to the bit period. It is desirable that the pulse source has a short duration to allow
more time within the bit period for additional channels. For example if there exists a bit period
of T due to a pulse source within a 4 channel system, it is required that width be a maximum of
T/4. In reality it must be smaller to avoid overlap of pulse tails.
Another method for increasing data rate transmission through a single channel optical com-
munication system is WDM. WDM uses different wavelength carriers to transmit data across a
single channel. At the receiver these wavelengths can me demultiplexed using filtering. Fig.1.20
shows a schematic diagram for such a system.
In the system schematic there are 4 sources at different wavelengths. Given N wavelengths,
The components required are N transmitters, a multiplexer, a demultiplexer and N receivers.
Figure 1.20: Schematic of WDM system with multiplexing and demultiplexing of different
wavelengths [45].
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Using this method can increase the transmission by a factor of N.
For example in silica fibre single wavelength optical transmission utilises only a fraction of
the wavelengths that a silica fibre can transmit at. It is possible to fill the bandwidth of the fibre
using WDM and transmit information at different wavelengths across the fibre simultaneously.
The information at different wavelengths is maintained uncorrupted so long as the frequency of
the sources is controlled preventing the frequency bands of the sources overlapping.
The electromagnetic polarization of a wave can also be used to create two orthogonal carriers
in PDM. Fig.1.21 shows two linearly polarized waves. Similarly to WDM these waves can be
transmitted simultaneously across a channel and separated at the receiver which can double the
data rate.
Fig.1.18 also depicts the constellation diagram of a QAM signal using quadrature modula-
tion. QAM is used in WiFi technology based on the IEEE 802.11 specification. It was also
used as the modulation format for the VLC systems described in this thesis. QAM is a digital
encoding scheme where the amplitude and phase of a carrier wave is manipulated to transfer
information. A carrier modulated in such a way can be described by Eq.1.16.
X(t) = a(t)cos(2pi fct+θ(t)) (1.16)
Using the angle sum trigonometric identity this can be converted to Eq.1.17 and after defin-
ing XI and XQ as the in phase and quadrature modulation functions we then have the solution in
Eq.1.18.
X(t) = a(t)cos(θ(t))cos(2pi fct)−a(t)sin(θ(t))sin(2pi fct) (1.17)
Figure 1.21: When imposed on a QPSK signal, polarization multiplexing enables one baud to
carry four bits [46].
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X(t) = XI(t)cos(2pi fct)−XQ(t)sin(2pi fct) (1.18)
The baseband equivalent of X(t) is given by Eq.1.19.
Xbb(t) = XI(t)+ jXQ(t) (1.19)
When taking the real part of the baseband signal multiplied by a complex carrier we return
to X(t), this is shown in Eq.1.20.
X(t) = XI(t)cos(2pi fct)−XQ(t)sin(2pi fct) = Real{Xbb(t)e j2pi fct} (1.20)
There are various order of QAM such as 16-QAM, 32-QAM, 64-QAM etc. The order deter-
mines the number of bits per symbol for the modulation scheme. For example 16-QAM encodes
4 bits per symbol. Looking at the 16-QAM constellation diagram in Fig.1.22 the positions of
the different symbols can be identified in the complex plane. Each of these points has a unique
combination of phase and amplitude with a corresponding real and imaginary part. The I and
Q axis correspond to the magnitude of the real and imaginary parts of the signal and these are
determined by the XI(t) and XQ(t) the in-phase and quadrature functions.
These different positions of symbols in the complex plane can also be understood and de-
picted in the time domain as in Fig.1.23. This figure shows all 16 modulation symbols in the
time domain. In the time domain the symbols take one of three amplitudes. This can be un-
derstood by observing the magnitudes of the points in Fig.1.22, looking at one of the quadrants
it can be seen that the symbol closest to the origin has the same phase as the furthest symbol
from the origin but a different magnitude this gives two of the the time domain amplitudes. The
Figure 1.22: 16-QAM constellation diagram where each symbol represented as a point in the
plane transmits 4 bits [47].
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Figure 1.23: All QAM symbols for 16-QAM shown in the time domain [47]
remaining two symbols have the same magnitude which gives the third time domain amplitude
and are distinguished by there phase. It can be seen from the time domain depiction that each
symbol has the same frequency but a unique combination of phase and amplitude. The different
colours show the different quadrants that the symbol is placed within in the complex plane. The
number of separate symbols or, QAM order, required is determined by number of bits per as
described by Eq.1.21.
QAMOrder = 2
bits
symbol (1.21)
In section 1.6 the orbital angular momentum of light is introduced. The orthogonality of
these modes underwater is investigated in Chapter 5. OAM multiplexing has been proposed as
a means of multiplexing for VLC systems. This would be a form of space division multiplexing
(SDM). SDM can be achieved through spatial separation of channels or through transmissions of
different vector modes from an orthogonal basis set such as the Hermite Gaussian (HG) modes,
with the intensity profiles shown in Fig.1.24, or Laugerre Gaussian (LG) modes discussed in sec-
tion 1.6. Even though novel means of utilizing SDM in optical communications are emerging, it
is actually a well established practice in electronics and both fibre and wireless optical commu-
nications. Spatial separation of channels is used in electronics with media interface technologies
like HDMI and DVI and is also used in optical communications using fibre bundles. Wireless
communication using WiFi uses multiple input multiple output (MIMO) technology which is
another form of SDM. In the work in Chapter 5 SDM is investigated through the propagation
of orthogonal OAM modes and examination of the crosstalk between these modes. Utilization
of orthogonal modes is known as mode division multiplexing (MDM). Work has been done to
investigate the application of MDM with few mode fibres (FMF). Fig.1.24 depicts one method
of multiplexing and demultiplexing HG modes by manipulation of the fundamental mode using
phase plates to give three orthogonal modes which can be coupled into a FMF. Further dis-
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Figure 1.24: (a),(b),(c)Intensity profiles of three linearly polarized mode. (d) Free-space optics
principle of the mode multiplexer/demultiplexer. [48].
cussion of generation, multiplexing and demultiplexing of OAM modes is described in section
5.2. The multiplexing scheme used to increase data rates in this thesis was OFDM. This will
be discussed in the following section along with its predecessor frequency division multiplexing
(FDM).
1.5.2 Orthogonal frequency divisionmultiplexing theory and development
In order to understand why OFDM has become a popular multiplexing scheme it is first benefi-
cial to observe its predecessor FDM. In a conventional FDM system there are multiple channels
and each individual channel is centred at a different carrier frequency. The frequency range
occupied by each channel is limited and inter carrier interference (ICI) is prevented by creat-
ing guard bands between the channels. The frequency domain representation of FDM is shown
Fig.1.25.
The gaps between channels (guard bands) which prevent ICI mean there are ranges of the
frequency spectrum which are not utilized to encode data. This is where the advantage of OFDM
becomes obvious, by using carriers which are orthogonal it is possible to overlap the channels
Individual channels
Frequency
Figure 1.25: Carrier bandwidth and guard intervals for frequency division multiplexing.
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and separate them after transmission. This is possible through digital signal processing using the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) which will be explained
further towards the end of this section. Fig.1.26 shows how this looks in the frequency domain
and it can be seen from this that more of the spectrum is utilized which results in improved
spectral efficiency when compared to FDM.
The idea of OFDM was first proposed in 1966 by Robert W. Chang [49]. Given a limited
spectrum Chang suggested splitting the spectrum into individual sub-channels transmitted on or-
thogonal sub-carriers. This improved spectral efficiency and reduced receiver complexity due to
frequency selective fading consistency across the sub-channels. However, this analogue domain
implementation proved impractical as the number of sub-carriers increased. With this added
complexity comes more stringent coherent detection and synchronization requirements which
increases hardware costs, along with analogue oscillator drift causing ICI, this caused OFDM to
have limited popularity at this time.
The next milestone for OFDM was the utilization of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
and the reduction in system complexity this produced [50]. Using the DFT reduced hardware
costs because the oscillators and coherent demodulators required in the analogue implementation
became unnecessary. The orthogonality of the sub carriers was further improved in 1980 by
Peled and Ruiz [51]. ISI and ICI interference were reduced by the introduction of the cyclic
prefix. The cyclic prefix improved orthogonality compared to the work done by Weinstein and
Ebert in [50], where guard time and raised cosine windowing where used to reduce ISI and ICI
without the cyclic prefix.
Contemporary standards implementing OFDM use QAM encoding schemes. In 1980 Hi-
rosaki demonstrated channel equalization for an OFDM QAM system [52]. One of the advan-
tages of OFDM is simple channel equalization by multiplying the signal with a complex number
to mitigate for the complex transfer function of the channel. Channel estimation through pilot
tones, which is common in modern implementations of OFDM, was introduced in 1985 by Ci-
mini [53]. Another major contribution made during the 1980s was the first use of adaptive bit
loading [54]. Kalet showed that it was possible to reduce the frequency of errors in the transmit-
Individual subcarriers
Frequency
Channel Bandwidth
Figure 1.26: Carriers overlap in frequency space when using OFDM.
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ted data by increasing the amount of data transmitted on reliable sub-carriers which experienced
the least channel distortion. These contributions to OFDM, and others not noted here, meant that
OFDM became more efficient and consequently in 1995 it was adopted as the European Digi-
tal Audio Broadcast (DAB) standard [55]. Today OFDM is utilized in many data transmission
standards, most notably, IEEE 8012.11a/g standards for wireless local area networks (WLAN),
ITU G.992.1 asymmetric digital subscriber line (ASDL) standards and the long-term evolution
(LTE).
The fundamental requirement for using OFDM for multiplexing is the orthogonality of the
sub-carriers. Two functions can be described as being orthogonal if their inner product, shown
in Eq.1.22, is equal to zero.
〈 f ,g〉= 1
L
∫ L
−L
f (x)g(x)dx (1.22)
When 〈 f ,g〉 = 0 the carriers f & g are orthogonal and different data sets can therefore be
transmitted on each carrier. Theoretically infinite sinusoids would only have one non-zero com-
ponent in the frequency domain which would then mean each sinusoid could modulate different
data and be filtered to separate them from one another. However, due to pulse shaping in the time
domain the spectrum of the carrier broadens and this creates a requirement on carrier spacing
to maintain orthogonality. The frequency spacing between the carriers must be 1Ts where Ts is
the symbol duration. This is achieved in OFDM by using the inverse discrete Fourier Transform
(IDFT) with specified carrier frequencies given in Eq.1.23
f [n] =
1
N
N−1
∑
k
F [k]e j
2pikn
N (1.23)
The binary information is converted from serial to parallel before being used to modulate
individual carriers using QAM. The IDFT generates the transmitted time domain sample n from
the frequency domain coefficients F[k]. N samples are then converted from parallel into the
series time domain signal. The block diagram at the bottom of Fig.1.27 shows this process.
After the time domain signal has been generated a cyclic prefix is added to the signal. The
cyclic prefix takes a given number of samples from the end of the time domain data stream and
repeats these at the beginning of the stream. This is shown in the block diagrams in Fig.1.27.
Ng samples are taken from the end of the time domain symbol, which is N samples long where
N is the number of points in the IFFT, and attached to the front of the symbol. This is achieved
through taking the final Ng output samples from the IFFT and attaching these to the front of
the symbol as depicted in Fig.1.27. This block diagram also shows the conversion of the par-
allel frequency coefficients to the serial time domain stream. The cyclic prefix acts as a guard
interval reducing inter-symbol interference (ISI) in multipath propagation channels. Delayed
signals from multipath propagation can cause the overlap of symbols which means orthogonal-
ity between carriers no longer exists. Fig.1.28 depicts the cyclic prefix (Green Block) acting
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Figure 1.27: Cyclic prefix is taken from the end of the symbol and attached at the beginning to
reduce ISI.
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Figure 1.28: Cyclic prefix is taken from the end of the symbol and attached at the beginning to
reduce ISI.
as a guard interval. The cyclic prefix must maintain an integer multiple cycles within the DFT
interval in order to prevent ICI in the frequency domain that is why a cyclic prefic guard interval
is required instead of other forms of guard interval.
1.6 Orbital angular momentum
Since James Clark Maxwell published his paper "A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic
Field", in 1865, it has been accepted that light intrinsically carries momentum in addition to
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its energy [56]. Later, the form of this momentum was investigated by Poynting [57]. Poynt-
ing made an analogy between the mechanical model of a revolving shaft and the rotation of a
circularly polarized electromagnetic field. He suggested that looking at the torque and energy
relation of a beam of light incident on an absorbing surface would yield the same relationship
of torque and energy for a uniformly revolving shaft. However, this wasn’t demonstrated exper-
imentally until the 1930s, when Beth reported the conservation of angular momentum exhibited
when a double refracting plate reversed the polarisation of a circularly polarised light beam and
experienced torque as a result [58].
Moving on from the classical wave theory of light to the modern quantum interpretation,
the circularly polarised light concerned in the previously discussed work can be thought of as
spinning photons. In the case of a single photon the spin angular momentum (SAM) can take
one of two values, SAM can equal ±h¯. However, looking at the production of photons, it can
be seen for higher order atomic transitions that the momentum transfer is greater than h¯. It was
Darwin in 1932, who first suggested that a torque was produced when linear momentum acted
at a radius vector, and this could produce the extra angular momentum [59]. This is known as
orbital angular momentum of light and it is the angular momentum associated with the spatial
field distribution of light and not the photon spin or polarization of the photons.
In 1992 Allen et al. demonstrated that the OAM identified by Darwin was not as a result
of a rare almost forbidden transition [60]. They showed it was possible to generate laser light
beams where every photon was in a higher angular momentum state. When a cylindrical lens
is placed in a Hermite-Gaussian beam it converts the beam to a Laguerre-Gaussian beam with
a helical phase front and OAM demonstrated in Fig.1.29. The Laguerre-Gaussian beam shows
the transverse electric and magnetic field in the plane of the helical phase front which means the
orthogonal Poynting vector will point in different directions dependent on the position within
the phase front. Therefore, the linear momentum of the light has an azimuthal component.
This means the light carries an angular momentum in the direction of propagation of the light
independent of the spin of the photon.
The angular momentum of a photon is described by σ h¯ where σ = ±1. This describes the
left or right polarisation of the photon. As a result of this, there are only two orthogonal states for
the angular momentum of photon spin. Whereas, OAM has an unbounded state space. Below is
Eq.1.24 which describes the Laguerre-Gaussian beam.
ψl,p(r,θ) =Cl p(
√
2r
w
)
|l|
2 L|l|p (
2r2
w2
) x exp[
−r2
w2
]exp[ilφ ] (1.24)
The exp[ilφ ] term determines the azimuthal phase profile of the helical beam. This helical
phase profile gives rise to a skew angle in the local rays and this is described by Eq.1.25.
β =
lλ
2pir
=
l
kr
(1.25)
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Figure 1.29: (a)Plane wave with Poynting vector parallel and collinear to propagation. (b)
Laguerre-Gaussian beam where the Poynting vector has an azimuthal component [61].
Where the distance from the beam centre is r, λ is the light wavelength and k is the wavenum-
ber of the beam. Furthermore, the OAM can be determined by considering the linear momentum
P of a skewed ray incident on the surface at an angle of β from Eq.1.26.
|L|= |rxP|= |rxh¯ksinβ |= lh¯ (1.26)
Therefore, the OAM state space is unlimited, given an infinite aperture, as there is no limi-
tation on the value of l. This has caused interest in the use of OAM in communications as the
theoretically unbounded state space could yield high data density communications.
The multiple orthogonal states available when using OAM multiplexing and the inherent
loss of orthogonality for off axis interpretation has caused interest in the use of OAM as a
multiplexing technique in communications.
1.7 Summary
This chapter gives a basic theoretical introduction and historical development of the two types
of sources measured and utilized in the experimental work detailed in this thesis.
Similarly, a historical introduction and theoretical explanation are presented for the two mul-
tiplexing schemes applied to the sources during the experimental work described in the following
chapters. The work throughout this thesis will based on a combination of either lasers or LEDs
with OFDM or OAM.
More specific descriptions of the sources will be given at the beginning of the relevant chap-
ters along with a literature review specific to the research described in that chapter. Chapter 2
gives the results from research of the communication capabilities of a unique micro-LED de-
sign therefore, appropriately, the specific design of that device will be discussed in that chapter.
Where OFDM is utilized in chapters two and three more specific parameters relating to the ap-
plication of OFDM will be discussed. This chapter serves an introduction and broad overview
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to the sources and multiplexing schemes used for the research results given in this thesis.
Chapter 2
GaN based array µ-LEDs for OFDM
communications
This chapter discusses the results from the demonstration of two VLC systems using InGaN
µ-LEDs at 400 nm (violet) and 450 nm (blue). Firstly, an overview of past research using LEDs
for VLC is presented. Then the design and fabrication process for the µ-LED array is described.
This design and process is similar for both the violet and the blue light systems. The difference
being the InGaN composition which is varied to create different emission spectra. After the
system source has been described the OFDM implementation, system design and experimental
method are explained. The final section of this chapter presents the results and discussions for
both of the µ-LED systems.
2.1 Visible light communication utilizing LEDs
The use of LEDs for optical communications has been evident for many decades. Applications
exist in both free space and fibre systems. An everyday example of this is the use of IR-emitting
LEDs in remote controls and automated card readers. The first IR LED suitable for coupling
into silica fibre for communications was demonstrated in 1971 [62]. This was demonstrated
by Burrus and Miller using a GaAs IR LED. Due to their low cost IR LEDs are widely used
in short distance and low to medium data rate applications. IR-emitting RCLEDs have been
demonstrated as a source for an indoor communication system transmitting at 155 Mbit/s and
tracking a mobile receiver’s position [63].
LEDs have also been used to transmit information in the visible light range of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. VLC using red emitting LEDs in combination with POF are frequently
used for short distance transmission. At the emission frequency of red LEDs (650 nm) POF
fibre has low loss and low dispersion [16]. Dumitrescu et al. used a red emitting RCLED with a
bandwidth of 350 MHz to transmit via a POF at 622 Mbit/s error free [64]. Similarly to lasers,
Resonant cavity LEDs (RCLEDs) place the light emitting region of the device in an optical
33
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cavity. The length of the cavity is set so that the emission wavelength of device is a resonant
frequency of the cavity. The concept of resonance was explained in section 1.4.3. The mirrors
at either end of the cavity reflect photons back into the region causing stimulated emission. The
light is coupled out via the mirror with lower reflectivity. The QW is located at the antinode of
the standing wave in the cavity. Unlike lasers the rate of stimulated emission does not surpass
that of spontaneous emission and absorption within a RCLED. RCLEDs have a number of ad-
vantages over conventional LEDs: The light intensity normal to the direction of the device is
enhanced due to the increased directionality of the light output from RCLEDs, As a result of
the optical cavity in a RCLED the light output has higher spectral purity and the device also has
higher extraction efficiency than conventional LEDs.
An alternative to red emitting LEDs are AlInGaN-based LEDs. Emitting at 510 nm, in the
green portion of the visible spectrum, the wavelength of these devices approximately coincides
with the attenuation minimum in POF [65]. However, there can be difficulties with the manu-
facturing of AlInGaN-based RCLEDs [66]. High Q cavities are attainable in RCLEDs with the
use of epitaxial and dielectric DBRs acting as mirrors. The difficulty in growing in epitaxial
DBRs in III−V materials means that RCLEDs in these materials are still in the early devel-
opmental stage. The alternative options for bounding the optical cavity require expensive lift
off processes. Shaw et al. modelled nitrde based RCLEDs for optical fibre communications
by varying the AlN proportion in the AlGaN layers. The limitation of such devices would be
the small refractive index that is achievable between between adjacent DBR layers and grow-
ing more layers to increase reflectivity results in severe strain management issues. III-Nitride
RCLEDs that have been used in fibre optical communications have been fabricated without epi-
taxial DBR growth. VLC using a III-Nitride RCLED was demonstrated using at 509 nm over
100 m of fibre. Using a blue RCLED Tsai et al. achieved 100 Mbit/s over 100 cm of free space.
LEDs can also be used for free space transmission. The idea of dual purpose lighting, where
LEDs are used to communicate and illuminate simultaneously, was proposed in 2004 [67]. This
concept is of interest as it would be an energy efficient alternative to current practice. Addi-
tionally, there are environments where optical systems are more desirable than RF systems such
as hospitals where RF frequencies can interfere with equipment. Therefore, there is a growing
field of research examining visible light for free space communication. Currently commer-
cially available white light LEDs have been shown to be capable of data transmission up to 500
Mbit/s [68]. There are several factors limiting the use of commercially available devices with
one of the main issues being the carrier lifetime in these devices which affects the bandwidth.
µ-LEDS are emerging as a good candidate for both free space and fibre communications
sources. µ-LEDS have a number of advantages over broad area devices. These LEDs have been
shown to have turn-on times in the region 30 ps and turn-off times of around 0.2 ns. These
fast switching times can be attributed to the small device area and high current density of these
LEDs [69]. µ-LEDS are easier to manufacture than RCLEDs and also have the advantage
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Figure 2.1: Maximum modulation bandwidths of micro-LED pixels of different diameters and
peak emission wavelengths [70].
of having several sources on one chip that can be modulated independently. Furthermore, array
design of µ-LEDs can be useful when coupling into arrays of fibre for parallel data transmission.
µ-LEDS have smaller active areas than conventional LEDs. This is desirable as bandwidth
has been shown to be inversely proportional to area. McKendry demonstrated this when he
characterised an 8 x 8 array of GaN µ-LEDs with various areas [70]. In his paper, the µ-LEDs
in the array had wavelengths of 370, 405, 450 or 520 nm. The inverse relationship can be seen
in Fig.2.1. Deviations from the inversely proportional relationship between area and bandwidth
are attributed to defects by McKendry. These defects limit the drive current of the 24 and 34
µm device and, therefore, the bandwidth. The highest modulation bandwidths measured were
greater than 400 MHz and a data rate of 512 Mbit/s was achieved modulating a 24 µm pixel
with an emission wavelength of 450 nm. The formula for calculating the bandwidth of an LED
is shown in Eq.2.1.
f3dB =
1
2piτ
(2.1)
τ can be the value of the RC time constant or the carrier lifetime. When the resistance
and capacitance are high enough the time it takes for the voltage across the LED to change is
determined by the RC time constant.
This then limits the rate at which the optical intensity can be varied and therefore affects the
bandwidth. The voltage as a function of time across the LED is shown in Eq.2.2.
V (t) =VB(1− e −tRC ) (2.2)
Where V is the voltage across the device, VB is the bias voltage, t is time, R and C are the
resistance and capacitance of the device.
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Figure 2.2: Bandwidth versus current density for different pixel sizes from the same 450 nm-
emitting 8x8 µ-LED array. [70].
Another finding from this work by McKendry et al. is the relationship between current
density, modulation bandwidth and the µ-LED active area. Fig.2.2 shows modulation bandwidth
plotted against current density for three pixels with different active areas. The figure shows the
modulation is dependent upon current density. The bandwidth is similar for each of the different
size pixels at the same current density. This shows that the limiting factor in the bandwidth of
these devices was the carrier lifetime and not the RC time constant associated with the devices.
If the capacitance was affecting these devices the bandwidth of the bigger devices would be
less than that of the smaller devices for a given current density. Additionally, the bandwidth
would not continually increase with the current density as the RC time constant would cause the
bandwidth to saturate.
However, part of the significance of this work is that the LEDs were integrated with a CMOS
driver array chip. The system bandwidth, including the driver, was reduced to 185 MHz. There-
fore, this lower overall bandwidth was what limited the data rate and not solely the bandwidth
of the µ-LED. The integration of the µ-LED and CMOS driver signifies progress towards con-
venient computer control of the µ-LEDs. In this instance, error free data is defined as a BER of
less than 1 x 10−10 and 512 Mbit/s was achieved using NRZ OOK. µ-LEDs offer an increased
current density and therefore bandwidth compared to conventional LEDs resulting in higher data
rates.
Looking at more complex modulation techniques, Tsonev et al. showed it is possible to
achieve data rates of up to 3 Gbit/s using a single 50 µm GaN LED if OFDM is used [71].
OFDM modulation is an attractive proposition when using LEDs as it allows the limited band-
width of the transmitter to be utilized to its full capacity. In Tsonev’s paper there are two ap-
proaches to the use of OFDM. In the first approach pre-equalization is achieved by applying the
inverse of the frequency response function to the signal before transmission. The signal arrives
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Figure 2.3: BER results and received constellations for D=3.22 Gbit/s with adaptive bit and
energy loading [71].
with the same average energy on each subcarrier as the gain due to transmission has been com-
pensated for with pre-equalization. Using this method the optimum constellations size for the
QAM signal on each subcarrier was M=64 which achieved 2.8 Gbit/s with a BER < 0.002. The
second method is to use adaptive bit and energy loading on each subcarrier. The algorithm used
to ascertain the loading on each carrier is the Levin-Campello algorithm on optimal data alloca-
tion [72]. Using this optimized system for loading then allows for higher data transmission at
the same BER. Allowing for a FEC code with an overhead of 7% Tsonev was able to demon-
strate a 3 Gbit/s wireless VLC link over 5 cm of free space. This distance could be improved
with the use of multiple LEDs which would generate greater signal power. Fig.2.3 demonstrates
these results. Utilizing µ-LEDs with complex modulation formats and multiplexing techniques
results in Gbit/s data rates.
When using blue LEDs at 450 nm it is necessary to pass the blue light through a yellow
emitting phosphor if white light is required. There is a relaxation time associated with such
filters which affects the system bandwidth, this was shown to be 73 ns for the phosphor in [73].
These devices are discussed further in section 2.4.2. When considering sources for dual purpose
lighting RGB LEDs provide a feasible alternative to nitride based LEDs with phosphor caps.
With the advantages of avoiding bandwidth effects from phosphors and creating the option of
implementing WDM to increase data rates. Wang utilized WDM to produce a VLC system
capable of 4.5 Gbit/s over a distance of 1.5 m [74]. This is a significantly greater distance than
other published work with comparable data rates (where the transmission distances range from
1 cm to 25 cm) [75–77]. A BER of 3.8x10−3 is achieved at 400 lx which is below the standard
illumination level of 500 lx. Hence, the system could be improved by increasing the optical
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Figure 2.4: Micrographs of the segmented µ-LED arrays. Magnified micrographs on the right
show the array configuration and individual pixel design, a diagram is also included noting inner
and outer pixels (dimensions in micron).
power. The luminance level is what limits the distance to 1.5 m at 4.5 Gbit/s
As will be shown in the next chapter lasers are also commonly used as transmitters in VLC
research. There are various advantages and disadvantages to VLC systems using GaN based
µ-LEDs, RCLEDs and lasers. Lasers have higher output power, bandwidth, efficiency and light
directionality than LEDs, however, they are more expensive. Therefore, lasers may find there
application in more niche markets such as underwater communications, this is discussed further
in the following chapter. GaN based RCLEDs are still currently under development but could
find use in POF systems defined by the IEEE 1394b S200 where red RCLEDs are currently
being used. µ-LEDs have lower output power and data rates than lasers but are less costly so
could find use in more general VLC scenarios such as "Li-Fi" in office or home settings.
The work in this chapter has been carried out using 400 nm and 450 nm µ-LEDs. With these
devices both out performing previous devices at these wavelengths [70, 78]. There is more on
why these devices are of particular interest in section 2.4.1 and section 2.4.2 where the results
from each system are reported. The following section describes the design and fabrication of
these µ-LEDs.
2.2 µ-LED design and fabrication
The novel devices used as the transmitter in the following VLC systems were designed and
fabricated by the Institute of Photonics at the University of Strathclyde. All the experimental
work described in this thesis was carried out at the University of Glasgow.
The µ-LED used in this work as the source at the transmitter is selected from a µ-LED array.
The array consists of two segmented rings of µ-LED. The outer ring contains 10 LEDs whilst
the inner ring has 5 LEDs. The active are of the outer ring LEDs is 465 µm2. The inner LEDs
have a smaller active area of 435 µm2. This array design was initially used to match with the
design of POF. The design can be seen in Fig.2.4.
The µ-LED arrays shown are fabricated from AlInGaN wafers hetero-epitaxially grown on
c-plane sapphire substrate (Al2O3). Sapphire is an appropriate choice as a substrate as it has a
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of a typical epitaxial structure of a UV-emitting micro-LED.
The MQW region is expanded and is shown on the right. Schematic is not to scale [79].
close lattice match with AlInGaN. Additionally, across optical frequency sapphire is transpar-
ent which is obviously beneficial for VLC sources. There are other substrate materials more
suited to AlInGaN wafer growth, however, they are not as commonly available or as low cost as
sapphire.
Fig.2.5 shows a typical epitaxial structure for InGaN-based LEDs. The first layer is a 300
µm sapphire substrate upon which is grown a 25 nm GaN buffer layer to help compensate for
the differences in lattice structure between the substrate and the AlInGaN wafer. On top of the
buffer layer a 2.3 µm layer of undoped GaN is grown followed by 1.4 µm layer of Si-doped
n-type GaN. This layer is capped by the MQW region which is 50 nm thick. On top of the
MQW region is a cladding layer of Mg-doped AlGaN which preserves the carrier density in the
active region by providing a potential barrier. The barrier prevents electrons from overflowing
and escaping the MQW region. The uppermost layer of the structure is a contact layer of 30
nm thick Mg-doped GaN. The MQW region is bounded either side by a layer of 10 nm thick
Al0.2Ga0.8N. Between the barrier layers there are seven 2 nm thick In0.05Ga0.95N QWs. After the
wafer is grown it must be processed to produce an operable LED. Fig.2.6 shows two common
configurations for LEDs. Fig.2.6.a) shows the conventional chip configuration. A small area of
the p-type layer must be etched to allow access to the n-type layer. Ohmic contacts can then be
deposited in each of the regions. When LEDs operate in this configuration the light is mostly
extracted by passing through the p-type material and the p-type current spreading layers which
reduces the efficiency and power output of the LED. An additional disadvantage of conventional
chip orientation is the dependence on sapphire which has poor thermal conductivity and this
inefficient heat extraction further reduces the performance of the device.
The µ-LEDs used for the experimental work in this thesis are orientated in the flip chip
configuration shown in Fig.2.6.b). The etching process is similar to that in the conventional
chip, however, in this case the device is flipped and the contacts are soldered directly to another
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Figure 2.6: Two common structures of AlInGaN LED die - the µ-LEDs used in this thesis are
based on the (b) flip-chip designs [80].
substrate, which is normally silicon. This removes the need for wire bonding which improves
light extraction efficiency. With the LED mounted directly onto a new substrate with better
thermal conductivity than sapphire, the flip chip configuration is capable of higher output power
and better efficiency than the same device in conventional chip orientation. After the device is
etched metal contacts are deposited on the n and p type regions using magnetron sputtering or
electron-beam evaporation. Titanium/gold was used for the n-contacts and palladium was used
for the p-contacts.
This chapter reports the results from the use of two different wavelength LEDs both fabri-
cated from AlInGaN wafers, these being 400 nm and 450 nm. It is possible to produce LEDs
from AlInGaN wafer with wavelengths varying from deep-UV to near infrared. This is possible
by changing the proportion of each of the elements in the quaternary alloy which changes the
bandgap and emission wavelength. The next section moves from the device level to the system
level by explaining the OFDM implementation and the transmitter and receiver design.
2.3 µ-LED communication system
This section gives a description of the OFDM implementation used to modulate the violet and
blue µ-LEDs. It also describes the system design and the experimental method used to take the
measurements and give the results which are described in the final section of this chapter.
2.3.1 OFDM implementation
When using OFDM for VLC the signal must be purely real to utilize intensity modulation direct
detection. To achieve this Hermitian symmetry must be achieved by imposing zero values on the
DC subcarrier and the 2pi subcarrier and setting the negative frequency carriers to the complex
conjugate of the positive frequencies [71]. The bandwidth of a system utilizing OFDM is limited
to twice the Nyquist rate therefore N f f t subcarriers are evenly separated across the frequency
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range− 12Ts to 12Ts where Ts is the time domain sampling period which corresponds to the Nyquist
rate. The spectral efficiency of OFDM is described by Equation 2.3.
n =
∑
Nf f t
2 −1
k=0Mk>0
log2Mk
N f f t +Ncp(1+β )
bits/s/Hz (2.3)
Where N f f t is the number of subcarriers, Mk is the order of QAM on the Kth carrier, Ncp
the length of the cyclic prefix in the time domain and β is roll off factor for the employed RRC
filter. The single sided bandwidth is given by Equation 2.4.
B =
1
2Ts
(1+β ) Hz (2.4)
Using the spectral efficiency and bandwidth it is possible to calculate the data rate with
Equation 2.5 .
D = 2Bn bits/s (2.5)
The number of points in the FFT (N f f t) is equal to 1024 in this experiment. After exhaustive
experimental measurements the cyclic prefix length (Ncp) was set to 5 which prevented any
significant intersymbol interference (ISI). These settings for clipping and carrier number come
from the Matlab OFDM provided by the University of Edinburgh. The values are found by
adjustment of parameters and observation of system BER. It is possible to use a bipolar OFDM
signal to modulate a laser diode if a suitable DC bias is selected around which the signal will be
centred. This is known as DC-biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM). The time domain OFDM
signal typically has high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) and to avoid this clipping of the
time domain waveform can be employed. If the PAPR is high, the peak value is mapped to
the maximum output of DAC and all the other values relative to the peak are much lower and
therefore will be mapped to much lower outputs on the DAC which will mean a low system
SNR. By clipping the peak and reducing the PAPR it will mean samples other than the peak
sample will be mapped to higher outputs of the DAC whilst maintaining the peak sample as
the max output of the DAC increasing the system SNR. In this experiment the upper and lower
clipping was set as +3σ and -3.5σ respectively. Where σ is the standard deviation of the time
domain signal. Equation 2.6 shows the square of σ known as the variance.
σ2 = 2
Nf f t
2 −1
∑
k=0
Ebklog2Mk
N f f t
(2.6)
Where Ebk is defined as the energy per bit on the kth subcarrier.
The components of the transmitter and receiver are shown in the block diagram of Fig.2.7.
The SNR from the a priori estimation is used to determine the bit and power allocation to each
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram showing OFDM transmitter and receiver components.
carrier. The binary data is encoded using QAM format before the IFFT converts the signal to the
serial time domain waveform. The addition of the cyclic prefix helps the receiver determine the
starting position of the OFDM block, finally pulse shaping and clipping reduce ISI and PAPR re-
spectively. The receiver then filters and removes the CP from the time domain waveform before
the FFT converts back to the frequency domain. Compensation of the effect from the channel
is performed by equalization before QAM demodulation. The BER can then be calculated by
correlation of the known binary data with the received data.
The SNR of the subcarriers is used to adaptively load the carriers with customized bit and
energy loading determined by the Levin-Campello algorithm [72]. The a priori estimated SNR
is achieved using the channel estimation described by Wang et al. This is done by assuming the
signal at the receiver takes the form of Eq.2.7.
Sr = H( f )St( f )+N( f ) (2.7)
Where H( f ) is the complex channel gain as a function of frequency, St( f ) is the frequency
component of the transmitted symbol and N( f ) is the AWGN frequency components. H( f ) is
assumed to respresent the electrical and optical channel. To estimate the channel, noise and SNR
mutliple copies of a known OFDM pilot frame are transmitted sequentially. As the AWGN is
zero mean, when N copies of the known frame are received the channel can be estimated with a
conventional mean estimator as described in Eq.2.8.
Hˆ( f ) =
∑Ni=1 Sir( f )
NSt( f )
(2.8)
With an estimated channel the the noise variance can be estimated with a conventional vari-
ance estimator given in Eq.2.9.
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σˆ2n ( f ) =
∑Ni=1 |Sir( f )− Hˆ( f )St( f )|2
N−1 (2.9)
From the channel gain and the noise variance, the achieved channel SNR can be estimated.
After the SNR has been estimated it is then used to adaptively load the carriers with different
energy and bit allocation using the Levin-Campello algorithm. The pseudo code for the initial
bit allocation is shown in Fig.2.8 where the minimum channel loading is 2 bits which is in line
with the asymmetric digital subscriber line requirements.
The index to each subchannel is determined by i. The projected margin (PMi) is the dif-
ference between the subchannel’s SNR (SNRi) and the required SNR (SNRref(b)) for a given
number of bits (b). The algorithm works by finding the subchannel with the maximum projected
margin and attributing k bits to this channel. In this case the number of used subchannels (U)
effects the total number of bits that require allocation (Bt) because of the use of trellis coding.
Therefore, the number of used channels is monitored. After attributing bits to the subchannel
with the maximum projected margin the projected margin for this subchannel is updated before
the cycle repeats until all the bits have been allocated.
After this initial allocation, energy is adaptively loaded by increasing the energy loading on
subchannels which are close to having the required SNR for higher QAM constellations. The
target BER must be preserved after changing the constellation. This adaptive bit and energy
loading is therefore the optimization of the spectral efficiency subject to the target BER and
power limitations. Fig.2.9 shows the bit and energy loading of subcarriers which is determined
by the Levin-Campello algorithm [72]. The channel capacity is also shown as described by
Shannon [81]. The implementation of this was achieved through MATLAB provided by the
University of Edinburgh
Figure 2.8: Pseudo code for initial bit allocation from Levin-Campello algorithm [72].
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Figure 2.9: (a) The bit loading and channel capacity per subcarrier, both given in bits per sub-
carrier. (b) Energy loading per subcarrier.
2.3.2 System design and experimental method
The optical power of the arrays under DC conditions was measured using a Si detector placed
at close proximity to the polished sapphire substrate. A spectrometer and charge coupled device
detection system was used for the collection of electroluminescence spectra.
The small signal frequency response was measured by a network analyser (NA) (HP8753ES).
The system design block diagram is shown in Fig.2.10. A 224 mV AC signal is output from the
NA sweeping across a frequency range from 100 KHz to 1 GHz. This is combined at the bias-T
(ZFBT-4R2GW+) with a DC signal biasing the laser diode. The frequency response measure-
ment was performed at varying drive currents. The output from the bias-T was connected to a
high speed probe which was connected to a µ-LED.
The light emitted from µ-LED is collected and collimated with an optical plano-convex lens
from Thorlabs (LA1116). The light is reflected by a dielectric mirror from Thorlabs (CM1-
E02) with higher than 97% reflectance at the transmission wavelength. The reflected light is
then focussed using a bi-convex lens from Thorlabs (LB4879) followed by a microscopic ob-
jective lens Newport (M-40x) with a numerical aperture of 0.65. The light is focussed onto a
silicon positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) Femto photoreceiver (HSPR-X-I-1G4-SI) with a 3 dB
bandwidth of 1.4 GHz and a responsivity of 0.135 A/W around 400 nm and 0.185 A/W at 450
nm. The experimental setup is shown Fig.2.11. The signal from the photoreceiver was then
connected back into the NA and the NA measured the frequency response of the system.
The system was then updated to perform OFDM data transmission. The updated system is
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Figure 2.10: Block diagram showing the different system components for measurement of the
µ-LEDs small signal frequency response.
Figure 2.11: Photograph of the optical system showing the µ-LED, optical lens system, and the
photoreceiver.
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Figure 2.12: Schematic set-up of the experiment showing the optical system, AWG, oscillo-
scope, amplifier, attenuator, and Bias-T.
shown in Fig.2.12. The RF input to the bias-T was changed from the NA to the OFDM signal
output from an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). The output of the AWG is combined with
a DC bias via a bias-T to generate a DC biased optical-OFDM (DCO-OFDM) signal. The
OFDM signal was generated using a bespoke MATLAB script as described in section 2.3.1.
The MATLAB script controlled the Tektronix AWG (AWG70001A) with a maximum sampling
frequency of 50 GS/s and an ADC resolution of 10 bits per sample. The maximum output from
this AWG is 0.5 Vpp. In order to better use the dynamic range of the µ-LED this signal was
amplified with the use of a broadband amplifier (SHF 100AP) with a frequency range of 100
KHz to 20 GHz and a maximum gain of 20 dB. A 3 dB attenuator was placed at the output of
the amplifier in order to allow the modulation depth to be varied and accurate assignment of a
system power budget to utilize the dynamic range of the µ-LED. Finally, the output from the
photoreceiver was connected to a Tektronix oscilloscope (MSO73304DX) for analysis instead
of the NA. The oscilloscope was interfaced with a laptop to perform decoding and analysis
in MATLAB. The following section gives the results and discussions from the experimental
measurements described in this section for both the blue and violet devices.
2.4 µ-LED system characterisation and performance
This section reports the results from the characterisation of each system’s transmitter source
and the measurement of the system’s communication performance. Two wavelengths of interest
are investigated, these are 400 nm and 450 nm. These devices could potentially both find use
in future VLC systems. With the superior colour rendering and reduced effects on circadian
rhythm of devices at 400 nm, these are potentially more attractive for VLC systems in domestic
spaces [82]. However, this is at a cost in terms of efficiency and, therefore, 450 nm devices
may be more suitable for lower budget lighting. Additionally, blue lighting is more practical for
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Figure 2.13: LVI curve of violet µ-LED at room temperature.
underwater VLC systems.
2.4.1 Violet µ-LED system
The novel violet µ-LED used in this work is of interest for a number of reasons. As the goal for
such a device is utilisation in a VLC system then colour rendering is an important consideration.
Using violet LEDs along with red, green and blue phosphors produces white light with a higher
colour rendering index than the more common combination of blue light with a yellow emitting
phosphor [83,84]. Additionally, it has been shown that direct blue light interferes with the human
circadian rhythm [82]. Using a violet LED will eliminate the use of direct blue light. These
advantages come with comparable internal quantum efficiency (IQE) to InGaN blue LEDs [85].
Firstly, the µ-LED was characterised by measuring its LVI, emission spectrum, frequency
response and bandwidth. It is desirable for the system source to have high output power and a
large dynamic range in the linear region of the LVI curve. This allows for the signal to have
a large modulation depth. A larger modulation depth improves the SNR of the system and,
therefore, the achievable data rate. Fig.2.13 shows the luminescence-current and voltage-current
curves for the violet µ-LED. This curve is known as the LVI curve. The device has a turn on
voltage of 4.60 V and a series resistance of 27 Ω. The maximum optical power achieved by
this µ-LED is 2.32 mW . This demonstrates an improvement in optical power per unit of active
area compared to previous violet µ-LEDs. The output power of the violet device in [78] was
marginally higher at 2.5 mW . However, the active area was 2.88 times greater at 1256 µm2.
This improvement in performance can be attributed to the improved IQE of the commercial
wafer used in the fabrication process of these devices. Additionally, improved Palladium p-type
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Figure 2.14: Wavelength spectrum for violet µ-LED at 50 mA.
contacts are a factor. All results in this section were achieved at room temperature without
temperature control.
The output wavelength of the device was measured at a drive current of 50 mA. Fig.2.14
shows this wavelength with intensity plotted in arbitrary units (A.U.). Due to the spontaneous
emission of the device a wide emission spectrum was measured. The wavelengths measured
ranged from 380 nm to 450 nm. The peak wavelength was found to be approximately 407 nm.
The intensity of the peak wavelength was 39 dB higher than that of the wavelengths at the edges
of the emission spectrum.
The frequency response of the µ-LED was measured at varying drive currents ranging from
5 mA to 50 mA. Fig.2.15 shows the results of these measurements. Each response was measured
at 801 points separated between the lower limit frequency of 100 KHz and an upper limit of
1.5 GHz. The lower limit was determined by the bias-T. Effects from the bias-T and SMA
cables used were compensated for by calibration. Calibration is achieved by connecting the
output port of the NA to the input with a direct electrical signal. The cables at the transmitter
and receiver are connected through the bias-T, and the output from the NA is connected to the
input through the cables and bias t directly without optical transmission. The inverse of this
frequency response is then applied to future measurements. The bandwidth of the photodiode
used for these measurements was 1.4 GHz, therefore, this response can be directly attributed to
the µ-LED as the highest -3 dB optical modulation bandwidth measured was 655 MHz at a DC
bias of 50 mA. This is the highest reported bandwidth for a violet wavelength LED.
The frequency response was used to calculate -3 dB optical modulation bandwidth as a
function of DC bias and the result is shown in Fig.2.16. The bandwidth of the device increases
as the DC bias increases up to a maximum of 655 MHz at 50 mA. This can be explained
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Figure 2.15: Small signal frequency response at DC bias currents from 5 mA to 50mA.
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Figure 2.16: The -3 dB optical modulation bandwidth for DC bias currents from 5 mA to 50 mA.
by consulting the simple ABC model used for predicting carrier lifetimes in small bandgap
semiconductors. This has been shown to be applicable with GaN-based µ-LEDs [86]. The total
current, as defined by the ABC model, is given in Eq.2.10.
I = IA+ IB+ IC = ead(AN+BN2+CN3) (2.10)
The total current through the device, I, is a combination of Shockley-Read-Hall, radiative
and Auger currents (IA, IB, IC). e,a and d are the electron charge, device area and device thickness
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respectively. N is the carrier density per unit of volume within the QWs of the device. A,B and
C are the Shockley-Read-Hall, radiative and Auger coefficients. Taking the derivative of the
recombination rate with respect to carrier density gives Eq.2.11.
τ−1(N) = A+2BN+3CN2 (2.11)
τ is the differential carrier lifetime. This model assumes the A,B and C coefficients are
independent of N and the carrier density is the same in all QWs. Therefore, the increase in
bandwidth can be explained by assessing the effects of the carrier lifetime, τ , on the bandwidth.
The carrier concentration increases with current density and therefore drive current when the
active area is constant, as in this case. As N increases with increasing drive current then τ
is reduced. The bandwidth dependency on τ is shown in Eq.2.12. τ can be the value of two
different phenomena depending on the limiting factor of the device, it can be the carrier lifetime
or the RC time constant of the device which is independent of carrier lifetime.
f3dB =
1
2piτ
(2.12)
Given this relationship it can be understood the mechanism for increasing the bandwidth.
This device has a higher bandwidth than previously reported violet LEDs. With comparable
optical output power and improved bandwidth capabilities over the device in [78] this device
performs better as a source in VLC as is shown later in this section. The improved bandwidth
is as a result of reduction in size of the active area increasing current density. The bandwidth
shows no sign of saturating as the device drive current is increased. It can therefore be inferred
that the limiting factor on the bandwidth of these devices is the carrier lifetime and not the RC
time constant. The RC limit is understood to become the limiting factor with devices on the
order of 200 x 200 µm2 [87].
The highest bandwidth measured for this device was at 50 mA, however, this was not the
optimized DC bias for communications. As is stated in section 2.3.2 the modulating signal was
224 mV which avoids saturating the output power of the device. Using a higher modulation
depth of Vpp = 2.36 V the optimum DC bias was investigated. By increasing the DC bias from
10 mA to 40 mA the optical power was increased and the optimum DC bias was determined.
Fig.2.17 shows the data rate and BER for different optical powers corresponding to different
DC biases. With a DC current of IDC = 10 mA and a DC voltage VDC = 4.16 V a data rate of
3.46 Gbit/s was achieved at an optical power Pop = -4.95 dBm. The data rate increases to 4.91
Gbit/s at an optical power of Pop = -2.29 dBm at this point the maximum data rate is achieved.
This corresponds to a DC current of IDC = 35 mA and DC voltage of VDC = 5.21 V . At this
point the data rate saturates and increasing the power does not improve the achieved data rate.
This can be understood by consulting Fig.2.13 and recognising that increasing the DC optical
power introduces higher clipping distortion with an applied modulation voltage of Vpp = 2.36.
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Figure 2.17: The data rate and BER versus different dimming levels at a modulation depth of
VPP = 2.36 V . The values for the received optical power corresponds to DC bias values ranging
from 10 mA to 40 mA.
The achieved BER in all of these cases is below the FEC limit. The DC bias selected for data
communications was 30 mA. As is discussed next, it was beneficial to use a higher modulation
signal to increase the SNR but this required a lower DC bias to reduce optical power saturation
and therefore, biasing at 30 mA resulted in a higher achievable data rate.
The system SNR was investigated as a function of the modulation depth Vpp. As the modu-
lation depth is increased the signal power, σ2x , also increases. This is expected to increase the
system SNR, however, large modulation depths can also introduce non linear distortion from
clipping and optical power saturation. Fig.2.18 shows the estimated system SNR for three mod-
ulation voltages Vpp = 1.96, 2.70, 3.88 V . The effects from non linear distortion are evident
across the first 250 MHz as the SNR of the 2.70 Vpp is greater than that of the larger 3.88 Vpp
signal. However, at higher frequencies the the 3.88 Vpp signal has the highest SNR. This is
as a result of the attenuation at higher frequencies being offset by the larger modulation depth
resulting in higher SNR. The improvement in higher frequency SNR outweighs the reduction in
SNR of the lower frequencies from non linear distortion and the system performance was found
to be best at 3.88 Vpp and 30 mA DC bias. The maximum -3 dB optical modulation bandwidth
of this device was 655 MHz, however, data was encoded beyond this frequency due to adaptive
bit and energy loading from the Levin-Campello algorithm [72] . Therefore, the SNR is shown
up to 1.8 GHz.
The data rate versus BER system performance was measured using the optimized values of
IDC = 30 mA and Vpp = 3.88 V . Fig.2.19 shows the maximum achieved data rate without av-
eraging was 7.91 Gbit/s with the BER below the FEC threshold of 3.8x10−3. This reduces to
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Figure 2.18: SNR versus frequency for different modulation depths at DC bias current IDC =
30 mA. The values for the modulation signal swings corresponds to pumping the µ-LED with
varying power levels from 5.85 dBm to 11.78 dBm.
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Figure 2.19: Data rates versus BER at DC bias current IDC = 30 mA corresponding to Popt = -2.6
dBm and modulation depth VPP =3.88 V .
7.36 Gbit/s when the FEC overhead of 7% is subtracted. This is the highest data rate achieved
using a single µ-led as a source for a communication system. In order to asses the maximum
achievable data rate when the only noise source is the non linear distortion from the µ-led itself,
averaging is performed at the oscilloscope. This eliminates the AWGN from the photoreceiver.
After averaging the maximum data rate achieved below the FEC limit for BER was increased
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to 11.95 Gbit/s which reduced to 11.12 Gbit/s after subtracting the FEC overhead. The sec-
tion that follows describes the system based on a blue wavelength µ-led as the source at the
transmitter.
2.4.2 Blue µ-LED system
There are several reasons that blue µ- LEDs are of interest when designing a VLC system. It
is possible to produce white light from blue LEDs when they are a combined with a yellow
emitting phosphor. Fig.2.20a) and b) show the schematic design and emission wavelength for
a typical white LED based on a blue emitting device combined with a yellow phosphor. In
the future these white LEDs based on blue emission devices will be 63% more efficient than
fluorescent lighting and 90% more efficient than incandescent lighting [88]. III- nitride LEDs
emitting in the blue region have also been shown to have superior internal quantum efficiency
than other wavelength devices [85]. Additionally, it is has been shown that for the state of
the art high power LEDs in the visible spectrum InGaN blue LEDs have the highest external
quantum efficiency [80]. These devices can find use in a variety of environments such as car
interior lighting, external lighting and car headlights. Blue µ-leds are also a good candidate for
underwater communications as blue light has the lowest attenuation coefficient in water. This
work presents data transmission with a novel µ-led transmitting at 440 nm with the array design
and geometry explained in section 2.2.
As was previously stated in section 2.4.1 it is desirable for a there to be a large dynamic
range in the linear region of a device’s LVI curve when it is to be used in communications. The
LVI curve for the blue transmitter source is shown in Fig.2.21. The device was found to have
turn on voltage of 5.4 V . The maximum optical power achieved by this µ-LED was 6.12 mW .
This is a similar output power to previous blue µ-LEDs, although, in this instance there is a
Figure 2.20: Conventional white LED (a) schematic and (b) emission spectra. In such a device,
emission from a blue LED is combined with a yellow phosphor to produce an overall white light
emission. [16].
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Figure 2.21: LVI curve of blue µ-LED at room temperature.
much smaller active area [70]. This results in a high bandwidth which is shown later in this
section.
The spectrum of the blue µ-LED is shown in Fig.2.22. The maximum intensity wavelength
of the device was at 437 nm with the broad spectrum ranging between 400 nm to 510 nm. This
device measurement was taken with a 50 mA DC bias current. The maximum wavelength had
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Figure 2.22: Wavelength spectrum for blue µ-LED at 50 mA.
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Figure 2.23: Small signal frequency response at DC bias currents from 5 mA to 150 mA.
an intensity 35 dB greater that of the wavelengths at the edge of the emission. The fringes may
be as a result of a cavity in the LED.
The frequency response of the device was measured at drive currents from 5 mA to 150
mA. Fig.2.23 shows the results of these measurements.The same experimental method as is
described in section.2.4.1 was used. The frequency response was then used to calculate the -3
dB optical modulation bandwidth at the different drive currents. This is done by calculating the
frequency at which the signal magnitude has reduced by -6dB from its magnitude at the lowest
measured frequency. -6dB in the electrical domain translates to a -3dB reduction in optical
power. Fig.2.24 shows explicitly the maximum achieved bandwidth was 590 MHz at 150 mA
drive current. This is directly attributable to the device as the device was the bandwidth limiting
factor in the system. The increase in drive current results in a reduced carrier lifetime which
increases the device bandwidth. A more detailed description of this is given in section.2.4.1.
The carrier lifetime was found to be 28 ns at 150 mA. This is a reduced carrier lifetime in
comparison to previous state of the art LEDs which were reported to have a carrier lifetime of
37 ns at < 0.05 mA/µm2 [70]. Driving the blue µ-LED at 150 mA corresponds to a current
density of 0.34 mA/µm2. The increased bandwidth is attributed to the increased current density
and reduced carrier lifetime.
Using the optimum settings with a drive current of 55 mA and a modulation voltage of 3
V pp the BER of the system was measured as a function of the data rate as shown in Fig.2.25.
The maximum successful data rate of the system was 6.4 Gbit/s at a BER of 2.8x10−3. This
reduces to 5.96 Gbit/s when the FEC overhead of 7% is deducted. As in section 2.4.1 waveform
averaging was introduced to eliminate the AWGN from the photoreceiver and the maximum data
rate achievable with the device limiting the system was found to be 9 Gbit/s. Reducing to 8.37
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Figure 2.24: The -3 dB optical bandwidth for DC bias currents from 5 mA to 150 mA.
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Figure 2.25: Data rates versus BER at DC bias current IDC = 55 mA corresponding to Popt = -2.6
dBm and modulation depth VPP =3.88 V .
Gbit/s after subtracting the FEC overhead. Previous blue LEDs have shown data rates up to 3
Gbit/s [71]. This system surpasses that with a data rate of 6.4 Gbit/s.
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter the performance of two VLC system based on GaN µ-LEDs, with an active area
of 435 µm2, has been investigated by analysis of the µ-LED’s bandwidth and data transmission
capabilities. The devices were characterized in terms of their LVI curves, emission spectrum and
frequency response. Characterisation of the device allowed for selection of optimum biasing and
modulation indices. The violet µ-LED was found to have an optical modulation bandwidth of
655 MHz which to the best of the author’s knowledge is the highest modulation bandwidth
reported for a violet wavelength LED. The maximum optical modulation bandwidth of the blue
µ-LED was 590 MHz. Both these bandwidths were directly attributable to the µ-LEDs as in
each system the µ-LED was the bandwidth limiting factor. These bandwidths were found to be
dependent on the carrier density which can be explained by the simple ABC model for carrier
recombination explained in this chapter.
Each device was then used as a source for a transmitter in a VLC OFDM system. The
maximum data rate achieved for the violet system was 7.91 Gbit/s. To the best of the author’s
knowledge this is the highest data rate achieved for single µ-LED source communication sys-
tem. The blue system was able to achieve 6.4 Gbit/s. These exceptionally high data rates where
as a result of the high bandwidth capabilities of the µ-LEDs and the utilization of advanced
modulation formats (QAM), multiplexing techniques (OFDM), along with bit and energy load-
ing (Levin-Campello algorithm) allowing for efficient use of the system SNR. As a result of the
bit and energy loading in the system transmission the utilised system bandwidth was extended
beyond the 3 dB bandwidth to 1.81 GHz.
Finally, the device data transmission limit was ascertained by eliminating AWGN by aver-
aging. This meant that the noise limitation on data transmission came solely from the µ-LEDs
themselves. This enabled data transmission at 11.91 Gbit/s for the violet system and at 9 Gbit/s
for the blue system.
Moving forward these devices would have to be implemented in a white light system to
be used in a Lifi setting. It is common for LEDs to be combined with a phosphor to produce
white light but this limits the system bandwidth. Different means of colour conversion such
as quantum dots are faster and future work should look towards integration LED and quantum
dot colour conversion. The fact that InGaN LEDs are subject to efficiency droop has been
previously stated. However, the origin of this is not understood. Therefore, work could be done
to better understand the recombination mechanisms in these devices and this will help improve
understanding of efficiency droop.
Chapter 3
GaN based lasers for OFDM based
communications
Chapter 2 described VLC systems based on µ-LEDs as sources for transmission. In this chapter
the source of the two demonstrated systems is the Osram PL450B 450 nm laser diode. Lasers of-
fer certain advantages over LEDs as sources such as better efficiency and bandwidth. Additional
interest in blue lasers communications stems from the desire for increased data rate underwater
communications. Therefore, current research is exploring blue laser communications in a num-
ber of capacities. For the two systems in this chapter the equipment and encoding scheme is
varied with an NRZ-OOK and OFDM-QAM based system demonstrated. This chapter presents
a brief history of lasers for VLC, laser advantages over LEDs, the device characterisation for the
Osram PL450B and the results from transmission for the two communication systems.
3.1 Lasers based visible light communication background
Lasers have a history of use in commercial optical communications systems reaching back sev-
eral decades. They have been applied in both free space and fibre based systems. Every day
lasers are used for communication systems with applications in telecommunications, internet
and LANs being a few examples. The first instance of a commercially available fibre-optic
system came in 1980 [89]. The system achieved 45 Mbit/s using a GaAs semiconductor laser
source at 0.8 µm wavelength. POF is often utilized over shorter distances due to its low cost,
ease of installation and resilience to mechanical stress. Recent achievements in this field have
seen data rates of up to 5.3 Gbit/s [90]. The laser diode used as the source for the transmitter in
this section is a blue wavelength laser. Research into the use of blue lasers with fibre is limited.
However, blue laser communications have been demonstrated through POF and water at a data
rate of 2.5 Gbit/s [91].
One of the factors driving research in underwater optical communications is the applica-
tions available for defence and oil and gas companies. For example, in off shore oil and gas
58
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Figure 3.1: Absorption of light versus wavelength for water [95].
production, maintenance and monitoring of equipment is difficult and dangerous. UAVs (un-
manned autonomous vehicle) are becoming the industry standard for this process. However,
current systems rely on expensive cable systems which are inflexible once deployed or low data
rate ultrasonic systems to communicate with these UAVs. Some advantages of underwater opti-
cal communications over ultrasound are the higher data rates, lower latency and elimination of
acoustic noise. Blue light has the lowest underwater absorption in clear oceanic conditions as
shown in Fig.3.1, therefore, current research is moving towards using blue light for underwater
VLC systems to enhance and augment current ultrasound systems. Current commercially avail-
able blue underwater communication systems are capable of 500 Mbit/s [92]. Nakamura et al.
used a 405 nm laser to transmit underwater at a rate of 1.45 Gbit/s [93]. This was over a distance
of 4.8 m of fresh tap water using 64 QAM OFDM. There have been demonstrations of underwa-
ter optical communications at more practical distances but with lower data rates. Pontbriand et
al. demonstrated an underwater VLC system with an omni-directional receiver and transmitter;
the system was capable of transmitting 5 Mbit/s over a range of 200 m in clear water [94].
As well as being the preferred candidate for underwater VLC systems, lasers are now being
considered as a source for free space VLC systems. One application space where lasers could be
used for free space communications is on road and vehicle to vehicle communications. Research
is already emerging for the use of VLC in these areas [96,97]. Lasers have the advantage of be-
ing a high power and high efficiency source and are already being utilised in car headlights [98].
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Figure 3.2: BERs versus received optical power at 1, 1.25, 1.4, 2 and 2.5 Gbit/s at optimum
bias currents for each bit rate, using a limiting amplifier after the receiver. [99].
Lasers also offer an alternative to LEDs in Lifi and VLC systems. They have the advantage
of higher bandwidth and higher efficiency over LEDs [20]. These advantages are discussed in
section 3.2. Laser-based VLC has been demonstrated using a number of modulation formats.
Using NRZ-OOK has shown data rates of up to 4 Gbit/s [99, 100]. Fig.3.2 shows the optical
power versus data rate achieved by Watson et al. using blue laser NRZ-OOK for communica-
tion. Using multi-carrier modulation schemes such as OFDM for laser-based VLC has achieved
transmission speeds as high as 9 Gbit/s [101].
3.2 Laser advantages
One of the main advantages of lasers over LEDs as a source for a VLC system is that lasers do
not experience efficiency droop. When using AlInGaN LEDs as a source increasing the current
density in the device reduces the efficiency. This leads to a trade off between bandwidth and
efficiency as increasing the current density will increase the bandwidth. Fig.3.3 shows the EQE
versus the forward current for a Phillips Luxeon I LED [102]. There is much debate over the
source of this efficiency droop with possible causes being identified as screening of excitons,
inefficient carrier injection and Auger recombination [86, 103, 104]. In order to overcome the
phenomenon of efficiency droop and fabricate devices with high efficiency and high bandwidth
it is necessary to better understand the carrier dependence of non-radiative recombination in
GaN LEDs. Green et al. demonstrated a valid method of analysis of differential carrier lifetimes
in 450 nm emitting µ-LEDs using the simple ABC model which is applicable when describing
carrier lifetime in narrow gap semiconductors [86]. When using the ABC model the carrier
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Figure 3.3: External quantum efficiency of commercial green LEDs (Philips Lumileds’ Luxeon
line) as a function of operating current. Maximum rated operating currents of three different
Luxeon models are indicated [102].
lifetime can be described by Eq.3.1.
τ−1(N) = A+2BN+3CN2 (3.1)
where, A, B and C are the Shockley-Read-Hall non-radiative recombination, radiative re-
combination and Auger recombination coefficients, respectively. By measuring the bandwidth
the carrier lifetime can be calculated using Eq.3.2.
f3dB =
1
2piτ
(3.2)
By varying the drive current, and measuring the bandwidth at each current, the carrier density
in the quantum wells as a function of current, N(I) can be found using the integral in Eq.3.3.
N(I) =
ηin j
ead
∫ I
0
τdI (3.3)
Where ηin j is the internal quantum efficiency of the LED, e is the elementary charge, a is
the active area of the LED and d is the active region thickness. Green et al. used a value of 0.7
for ηin j from the literature in there analysis.
The current through the device can be split into radiative current, Ir and non radiative current,
Inr. Therefore, Eq.3.4 gives the total current through the device.
I = Ir + Inr (3.4)
The total current, I, radiative current, Ir, and the non radiative current, Inr are given by:
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Figure 3.4: Values of the radiative coefficient B obtained from the LI curves for 44 µm diameter
450 nm emitting and 54 µm diameter, 520 nm emitting devices. (Inset) LI data for the same two
devices. [86].
I = ead(A+BN2+CN3) (3.5)
Ir = ead(BN2) (3.6)
Inr = ead(A+CN3) (3.7)
Eq.3.6 would indicate that the curve of Ir versus N2 would be a straight line with gradient
eadB. Using the LI curve of an LED the radiative current can be estimated using Eq.3.8.
Ir = e× ( Ph¯ω×ηc ) (3.8)
where P is the LED output wattpower in Watts, h¯ω is the energy of the emitted photons in
Joules and ηc is the collection efficiency. It can be found when looking at the literature that the
curve of Ir versus N2 is not a straight line as expected from Eq.3.6. It is then assumed that B is
a function of N and the function is defined by Eq.3.9.
B =
1
ead
dIr
dN2
(3.9)
From the LI data and making legitimate assumptions regarding collection efficiency Green
et al. found values of B shown in Fig.3.4.
Now a means of establishing B has been described the next step before use of the ABC
model is finding the other two coefficients A and C. By interpolating the plot of carrier lifetime
versus current density it is possible to arrive at the value of τ0, the value of τ when the carrier
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density N=0. Then using A = 1τ0 the value of A can be determined. Given values for A and B it
is assumed that the remainder of the current is due to Auger recombination. From Eq.2.10 the
Auger current Ic can be calculated. The value of C is then given by Eq.3.10.
C =
1
ead
dIc
dN3
(3.10)
The C coefficients of the GaN LEDs calculated in this manner by Green et al. showed good
agreement with the literature [105–108]. Therefore, this analysis demonstrates that GaN LEDs
can be assessed using the ABC model. Where Shockley-Read-Hall and Auger recombination
are the only significant non-radiative recombination mechanisms and any carrier overflow mech-
anisms or variation of the injection efficiency do not have a great effect on τ .
Lasers avoid this phenomenon, unlike LEDs the carrier density in a laser does not continue
to increase pass the threshold carrier density as the current increases. This can be understood
from the assessing the photon and carrier density in the active area of a laser. The photon density
is given by Eq.3.11.
np =
Γavgg˜
nsp
Vp
1
τp −Γavgg˜
(3.11)
Where Γa is the mode confinement factor, vg is the wave group velocity, g˜ is the gain, nsp is
the spontaneous emission factor, Vp is the effective mode volume and 1τp is the photon lifetime in
a Fabry-Perot cavity. The important terms to consider here are the optical loss, 1τp and the optical
gain, Γavgg˜. As the carrier density increases so does the gain, g˜, this results in an increasing op-
tical gain until the denominator approaches zero causing the photon density to greatly increase.
This increase in photon density will reduce the carrier density in the active area. This made clear
by considering the laser rate equation for carrier density given in Eq.3.12.
dn
dt
=
ηiI
qVa
− [Rnr(n)−Gnr(n)]− [Rr(n)−Gr(n)]− vgg˜np (3.12)
Assuming steady state where dndt = 0 and rearranging the Eq.3.12 gives Eq.3.13. If the cur-
rent I is increased in Eq.3.13 this increases the stimulated emission term vgg˜np. Increasing the
current increases the gain, g˜, in Eq.3.11 as gain is a function of carrier density, this results in
higher photon density which increases the stimulated emission resulting in the carrier density
being held equal. Therefore Eq.3.13 remains valid with the number of injected carriers being
equal to the rate at which the carriers are depleted meaning a constant carrier density above
threshold in the laser’s active region.
ηiI
qVa
= [Rnr(n)−Gnr(n)]+ [Rr(n)−Gr(n)]+ vgg˜np (3.13)
Unlike LEDs the bandwidth of a laser is not dependent on the minority carrier lifetime τ
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as shown in Eq.3.14. It is instead dependent on the photon lifetime τp. The maximum 3 dB
bandwidth is given in Eq.3.14.
f3dB|max =
√
2
2piτp
(3.14)
This is the frequency at which the RF power has decreased by 3 dB from its power at zero
frequency. This can be understood by first considering the modulation response of the laser
H( f ). This is given by Eq.3.15.
H( f ) =
ω2R
(ω2R− (2pi f )2)− i(2pi f )γ
(3.15)
If we consider the variables governing the modulation response function H( f ) the reliance
on the τp becomes clear. Firstly considering ωR which is the relaxation oscillation frequency of
the laser given by Eq.3.16.
ωR =
√
1
τstτp
=
√
vg
dg˜
dn
∣∣∣∣
ss
np (3.16)
The relaxation oscillation frequency increases with the square root of the photon density,
np, Therefore increasing the current density increases the 3 dB modulation frequency as can be
seen when considering Eq.3.15. However, as the current increases eventually the modulation
frequency will stop increasing. This is as a result of the damping factor γ in Eq.3.15. This is
given by Eq.3.17.
γ =
1
τr
+
1
τst
=
1
τr
+ vg
dg˜
dn
∣∣∣∣
ss
np (3.17)
As the photon density increases so does the damping factor at a rate faster than the relaxation
oscillation frequency. When the laser current is slightly higher than threshold current then ωR »
γ because 1τp »
1
τst +
1
τr where τp is the photon lifetime, τst is the differential stimulated emission
time and τr is the differential recombination time. As the current increases so does f3dB|max,
however, eventually increasing the current results in ωR = γ√2 . At this point the oscillation peak
in H( f ) does not occur, as depicted in Fig.3.5, and the f3dB|max = ωR2pi =
√
2
2piτp . Increasing the
current beyond this decreases f3dB|max. Therefore, the maximum 3 dB modulation frequency is
determined by τp as described in Eq.3.14.
In addition to the advantages of higher bandwidth and efficiency laser-based illumination has
already been shown to produce high quality colour rendering for white light illumination using
multiple coloured sources and using phosphor colour converters [37, 38]. Recently, distributed
feedback (DFB) lasers in GaN have been demonstrated making high channel density in WDM
VLC systems possible in the future [110]. With these advantages visible light lasers are an inter-
esting source for communication systems. The following section describes the characterisation
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Figure 3.5: Square of magnitude of modulation response versus frequency. This depicts the
elimination of the resonant peak at higher drive currents [109].
of the Osram PL450B laser which is used for the communication systems in sections 3.4 and
3.5.
3.3 System laser source characterisation
The first part of this section describes the experimental setup and process for characterization of
the Osram PL450B laser which was used as the source for the communication systems described
in sections 3.4 and 3.5. The LVI, emission spectra and bandwidth of the device were measured.
The results of these measurements are detailed and discussed in section 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Experimental setup
The laser diode used for transmission is OSRAM’s PL450B device with a nominal emission
wavelength of 450 nm. The LVI characteristics of the device were experimentally obtained at
17◦C and are shown in Fig.3.8. The temperature was maintained with the use of a temperature
controller (ILX Lightwave LDT-5910) with TO-38 can laser diode connected to a heatsink. The
pins of the laser were connected directly to an SMA cable. The threshold current of the device
is 25 mA at a turn-on voltage of 4.29 V. The laser diode output was collected and collimated
with a microscope lens (0.40 NA, x20 magnification). The distance between the laser and the
photoreceiver was 15 cm. The free space link between the transmiiter and receiver lens was
approximately 2 cm. The transmitted beam was then focused onto a power meter (Newport
1918-R) with a second microscope lens (0.25 NA, x10 magnification). The laser and lens setup
are depicted in Fig.3.6. After surpassing the threshold, the power received at the power meter
increased from 0.1 µW until a maximum reading of 3.82 mW .
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Figure 3.6: Photograph of the optical system showing the laser, optical lens system, and the
photoreceiver.
The power meter was then replaced with a spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB 4000 Miniature
Fibre Optic), whilst the lens configuration was maintained, and the wavelength of the laser light
was measured at varying drive currents. The results are exhibited in Fig.3.9. The laser spec-
tral width is less than 1 nm and exhibited the typical Fabry-Perot red shift in wavelength with
increasing current. The optical modulation bandwidth and the small signal frequency response
were then measured using a network analyser (Agilent HP 8753ES). A DC power supply and a
224 mV AC signal from the network analyser are combined via a bias-T (ZFBT-4R2GW+) and
connected directly to the laser diode. After collecting and collimating as per LVI and spectral
measurements, the light is focussed onto the 0.4 mm effective active diameter of a high-speed sil-
icon PIN photodiode (Femto, HSPR-X-1G4-SI-FS), with a 3 dB bandwidth of 1.4 GHz, shown
in Fig.3.6. The photoreceiver is connected to the network analyser which measures the fre-
quency response. The system block diagram is shown in Fig.3.7 The system frequency response
at drive currents from 40 mA to 120 mA is shown in Fig.3.10. The maximum optical modulation
bandwidth of the system was found at a drive current of 50 mA shown in Fig.3.11. However, at
higher drive currents where the laser bandwidth is expected to continue to increase, the system
response is limited by the photoreceiver.
3.3.2 Results and discussion
The LVI characteristics of the device were experimentally obtained and are shown in Fig.3.8.
This LVI curve was measured at the position of the photodetector after losses through transmis-
sion and the optical setup as shown in Fig.3.6. The device has a turn on voltage of 4.29 V . The
maximum optical power received at the photodetector was 50 mW at a current of 90 mA. The
VLC systems mentioned in the following sections are therefore operating at higher data rates
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram showing the different system components for measurement of the
laser’s small signal frequency response.
Figure 3.8: LVI curve of the Osram PL450B laser at 17◦C.
with the same magnitudes of power levels to previous state of the art laser based systems [99].
Fig.3.9 shows the Osram PL450B spectra at drive currents from 30 mA to 80 mA in steps of
10 mA. The measured linewidth of the laser is approximately 0.5 nm with the resolution of the
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Figure 3.9: Emission spectra for Osram PL450B laser at drive currents from 30 mA to 80 mA.
spectrometer limiting this measurement. There are multiple peaks in the spectrum at each drive
current, these are different FP cavity modes. These modes have no effect on the modulation in a
free space system. As the drive current increases the emitted wavelength shifts towards a longer
wavelength.
The normalised small signal frequency response is shown in Fig.3.10. A 224 mV AC si-
nusoidal signal was combined with DC bias currents from from 40 mA to 120 mA in steps of
20 mA. The system is calibrated to compensate for the effects of the SMA cable and bias-T at
the transmitter. As can be seen in Fig.3.10 the highest bandwidth was found at a drive current
of 50 mA. The - 3 dB optical modulation bandwidth is shown as a function of drive current
in Fig.3.11. It can be seen that the bandwidth increases with drive current until it reaches a
maximum of 1.8 GHz at a drive current of 50 mA. It then reduces to 1.4 GHz where it remains
despite the increasing drive current. The bandwidth of the laser is expected to increase with in-
creasing drive current but is limited by the bandwidth of the photoreceiver in the system which
has a bandwidth of 1.4 GHz. As the current is increased the resonance frequency of the diode
is increased. At 50 mA the resonance of the diode is still effective and increases the bandwidth
to 1.8 GHz. However, as the drive current is increased the resonance of the diode increases
beyond 1.4 GHz which is the limit of the photoreceiver and therefore does not affect the optical
modulation bandwidth.
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Figure 3.10: Frequency response of Osram PL450B laser at drive currents from 40 mA to 120
mA.
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Figure 3.11: -3 dB bandwidth as a function of drive current.
3.4 NRZ-OOK
NRZ-OOK is a line coding scheme where binary data is represented by two different light in-
tensity levels. This is distinct from RZ coding where the signal rests at zero for a time during
each bit period. Fig.3.12 shows the NRZ OOK line coding schemes. When NRZ-OOK is em-
ployed as the line coding scheme it is possible to maintain low electronics costs compared to
more complex modulation formats and multiplexing techniques. NRZ-OOK is used with 8b/10b
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Figure 3.12: Time domain of NRZ OOK signal.
encoding scheme in IEEE 802.3-2015 for gigabit ethernet and, therefore, is a possible candidate
for use in VLC systems in the future both in free space and underwater. This section describes
the experimental research into the data transmission capabilities of a blue VLC system using the
Osram PL450B and NRZ-OOK modulation. The highest data rate for a blue VLC system using
NRZ-OOK was achieved at the time when these results were published.
Figure 3.13: Block diagram showing the different system components for measurement of BERs
and eye diagrams.
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3.4.1 Experimental setup
The system block diagram for the NRZ-OOK measurements is shown in Fig.3.13. In this system
an NRZ-OOK signal was produced using a PRBS pattern generator (Anritsu MP1763c). The
data rate was determined by setting the clock frequency with a network analyser (Agilent HP
8753ES) . The PRBS was 27−1 bits long to be consistent with current applications like Ethernet
which use encoding schemes such as 8-B/10-B. The signal voltage was set at 2 V, which was
the maximum available peak to peak voltage, as this allowed for the lowest optical power whilst
retaining error free transmission. The NRZ-OOK signal was combined with a DC source at
bias-T before being connected to the Osram PL450B. The free space transmission and optical
setup are shown in Fig.3.6 with the photoreceiver maintained from this setup also. Eye diagrams
were measured using an oscilloscope at different data rates as shown in Fig.3.14.
The oscilloscope was replaced with the BER detector. Bit error rate (BER) measurements
of the NRZ-OOK system were measured using a BER detector (Anritsu MP1764C). Using a
neutral density filter the optical power was varied and the corresponding error rate was measured
for four data rates. Fig.3.15 demonstrates these measurements.
3.4.2 Results and discussion
Fig.3.14.(b) shows the eye diagram at 1.5 Gbit/s, with the error rate a multiple of 10−9, at a drive
current of 107.1 mA. The eye diagrams and BER was measured as described in section.3.4.1.
The bit rate was set at the pattern generator and the received optical power was varied using a ND
filter. This changed the BER. At the lower bit rate of 1.5 Gbit/s it was possible to further reduce
the received optical power by introducing a low noise amplifier (RF Lambda RLNA01M10GC)
between the photoreceiver and error detector. This avoided reaching the lower limit of voltage
the error detector could distinguish between. Fig.3.14.(a) shows the eye diagram at 4.7 Gbit/s.
This eye diagram, although with a lower Q factor than at 1.5 Gbit/s, was producing an error rate
at < 9∗10−9 at a drive current of 64.8 mA. At 4.7 Gbit/s the eye amplitude has increased from
22.6 mV to 86.1 mV due to the higher required power for error free transmission at this data
rate. However, it can be seen there is not a corresponding increase in the eye height. The eye
height is maintained at around 22.6 mV for the faster signal. There is a power penalty associated
with this data rate increase.
When measuring the BER at different optical power the current was varied to find the optimal
drive current for each bit rate. This optimal drive current ranged from 54.1 mA to 107.1 mA for
data rates from 1.5 Gbit/s to 4.7 Gbit/s. The required optical power for error rates < 9 ∗ 10−9
at 1.5, 2, 3, and 4.7 Gbit/s was -18.81, -16.90, -14.20 and -7.37 dBm respectively, as shown in
Fig.3.15. The expected power increase required from 1.5 Gbit/s to 3 Gbit/s whilst maintaining
error free transmission is 3 dBm, as the data rate has doubled we would expect the required
power to double. However, the increase in power required is 4.61 dBm resulting in a power
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Figure 3.14: Two Eye diagrams showing error-free data transmission on the left at 1.5 Gbit/s
and on the right at 4.7 Gbit/s.
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Figure 3.15: Log of the BER versus received optical power at 1.5, 2, 3 and 4.7 Gbit/s at optimum
bias currents for each bit rate.
penalty of 1.61 dBm. The same analysis shows a penalty in excess of 3 dBm whilst transmitting
at 4.7 Gbit/s. Looking at Fig.3.14 from the eye diagram at 4.7 Gbit/s we see that a power
increase is required to maintain the eye height at high frequency which means a corresponding
low frequency power increase.
3.5 OFDM system
It is possible to improve data rates across a set bandwidth by introducing more complex multi-
plexing techniques and advanced modulation formats. Following on from the NRZ-OOK system
described in the previous section, this section describes an OFDM-QAM based VLC system.
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The optical system and Osram laser were maintained from the previous system with the equip-
ment at the transmitter and receiver updated to facilitate the more complex multiplexing and
modulation. OFDM QAM offers advantages over NRZ-OOK. The higher spectral efficiency of
OFDM over NRZ-OOK means it is possible to achieve higher data rates with the same channel
bandwidth. Using OFDM QAM along with adaptive bit loading it was possible to achieve a data
rate of 15 Gbit/s which is three times the achieved data rate with the NRZ-OOK system in the
previous section. Additionally, ISI is lower in OFDM as the symbol period can be reduced due
to OFDM being a multicarrier modulation scheme. OFDM is utilized in current standards such
as IEEE 802.1 and HyperLAN2 and as seen as a potential candidate for standards for wireless
VLC systems [111]. This section describes a system utilizing the high bandwidth of the Osram
PL450B laser as a transmitter along with both a complex multiplexing technique and modulation
format to produce the highest reported data rate for a VLC system.
3.5.1 OFDM implementation
The OFDM is implemented in a similar fashion to the OFDM implementation as described in
section 2.3.1 when µ-LEDs where the source for transmission. Once again DCO-OFDM is
utilised for VLC and Hermitian symmetry is imposed [71]. The number of points in the FFT
(N f f t) is equal to 1024 in this experiment. After exhaustive experimental measurements the
cyclic prefix length (Ncp) was set to 5 which prevented any significant ISI. The PAPR is reduced
by setting the upper and lower clipping clipping at as +3σ and -3.5σ respectively. Where σ is
the standard deviation of the time domain signal. These settings for clipping and carrier number
come from the Matlab OFDM provided by the University of Edinburgh. The values are found
by adjustment of parameters and observation of system BER. A priori estimated SNR is used
to determine bit and power allocation to each carrier. This loading is determined by the Levin-
Campello algorithm [72]. The SNR is estimated Fig.3.16 shows the bit and energy loading of
subcarriers. The channel capacity is also shown as described by Shannon [81]. The a priori
estimated SNR is achieved using the channel estimation described by Wang et al. [112].
The OFDM signal is generated using MATLAB. The analog OFDM waveform is then pro-
duced using an arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix AWG70001A), with a DC bias added
via a bias-T and used to modulate the laser. The lens configuration is maintained from the device
characterization stage described in Section.3.3 and a FEMTO photoreceiver is placed at the re-
ceiver (HSPR-X-1G4-SI-FS). The output from the detector is fed to the oscilloscope (Tektronix
MSO73304DX) and analysed by MATLAB. The optical setup is shown in Fig.3.6.
3.5.2 Results and discussion
The drive current was varied and each time the system SNR and BER were measured. The a
priori SNR is defined and measured as described in the previous section based on the work by
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Figure 3.16: (a) The bit loading and channel capacity per subcarrier, both given in bits per
subcarrier. (b) Energy loading per subcarrier.
Wang et al. [112]. The BER is the ratio of correct bits to bits in error, i.e. if 1 in 1000 bits is in
error the BER is 1 x 10−3. This is measured by sending a known symbol and doing a cross cor-
relation between the transmitted and received binary data. The optimum bias drive current was
found at 65 mA. The optimum peak to peak voltage was 500 mV. Fig.3.17 shows the SNR over
the 15 cm link at different drive currents. We can see that by increasing the drive current from 60
mA to 70 mA there is a noticeable improvement in the SNR of the high frequency subcarriers.
However, the inset in Fig.3.17 also details the modest reduction in SNR at lower subcarriers
attributed to the optical power saturation of the detector. Therefore, we found 65 mA to be the
optimum drive current at which the combination of increased high frequency SNR and limited
low frequency saturation resulted in the highest system data rate. Fig.3.19 shows the BER ver-
sus data rate for the 15 cm link. The black horizontal line in the figure demonstrates the FEC
criterion BER. From the figure, it can be seen that 15 Gbit/s data transmission can be achieved
below the FEC threshold. The FEC criterion is the BER at which error free transmission can be
achieved when forward error correction coding is utilized.
The optical power at the receiver was then varied using a neutral density filter wheel which
varies the SNR and therefore achievable data rate. Fig.3.18 shows the optical power required
for different data rates whilst maintaining the BER below the FEC criterion. This shows that
the optical power can be reduced to 1 dBm and still transmit successfully at 14 Gbit/s. The data
rate saturates at higher optical power and this demonstrates the possibility to increase the trans-
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Figure 3.18: Data rate versus optical power over 15 cm link.
mission distance and maintain high data rates. The transmission distance was then increased
to 197 cm. The receiver lens, previously a microscope lens, was replaced by a larger aspheric
lens (Thorlabs ACL7560U-A). The drive current and peak to peak voltage are maintained. The
successful data transmission is reduced to 13.5 Gbit/s as shown in Fig.3.19. The reduction in
SNR at this distance compared to transmission at 15 cm results in a lower successful data rate.
Lower SNR means that the QAM order on the carriers is reduced and therefore the number of
bits loaded onto the carrier is reduced. This results in lower spectral efficiency.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter the performance of two VLC systems using the Osram PL 450B blue laser as
a source has been described. Firstly, the characterization of the device has been reported in
terms of its LVI curve, emission spectrum, frequency response and bandwidth. The system was
found to have a maximum bandwidth of 1.8 GHz at 50 mA. At higher drive currents the system
bandwidth was limited by the bandwidth of the photo-receiver.
The laser was then used to transmit data using NRZ-OOK as the modulation format. The
system was able to transmit data at up to 4.7 Gbit/s error free using this modulation format. To
the best of the author’s knowledge this was the fastest data transmission for NRZ-OOK using
a blue laser. It was found that driving the system at 4.7 Gbit/s resulted in a power penalty in
excess of 3 dBm.
To further assess the data transmission capabilities of this device OFDM was utilized as a
multiplexing technique along with the more complex modulation format QAM. This resulted in
a data rate of 15 Gbit/s with the error rate below the FEC criterion. This increase in data rate
showed the merits of moving to advanced multiplexing and complex modulation formats. The
use of adaptive bit and energy loading allowed the utilised bandwidth to be extended beyond the
3 dB bandwidth to 2.5 GHz. To the best of the author’s knowledge this is the highest data rate
achieved for a single source VLC system.
Chapter 4
GaN DFB laser for communications
This chapter presents a VLC system using a GaN based DFB laser at violet wavelength (408
nm). In this chapter a brief introduction is given about DFB lasers explaining why they are of
interest to the community and a basic explanation of their operation. After this a more specific
explanation of the devices used as a VLC source in this chapter is given, along with an expla-
nation of the state of the art. The penultimate section gives details of the experiment and results
for characterisation of the violet DFB laser. The final section of this chapter demonstrates the
data transmission capabilities of this novel device.
4.1 Operation and applications of DFB lasers
The output wavelength of a DFB laser is limited by closely coupling a diffraction grating to the
active region as show in Fig.4.1. There is a mirror on one side of the active region reflecting
photons into the gain medium and the diffraction grating acts as a Bragg reflector providing
feedback for the desired wavelength creating a resonator and selecting a single longitudinal
mode. A description of the coupled wave theory for DFB lasers has been published by Kogelnik
and Shank [113]. The lasing wavelength is equal to the Bragg wavelength given in Eq.4.1.
λ = 2ne f fΛ (4.1)
Where λ is the laser wavelength, ne f f is the effective refractive index and Λ is the periodicity
of the grating.
Complications arise in the fabrication of gratings for GaN DFB lasers. Fig.4.2 depicts the
process for fabrication of a narrow ridge waveguide laser. Initially staring with a blank wafer Pd
is deposited as a p contact. The ridge waveguide is then defined using photoresist and a mask
before the surface is etched to produce the ridge. Using a ridge waveguide allows single lateral
mode operation. After the ridge is defined the device is insulated by coating the surface in an
insulator which is selectively removed from the top of the ridge to allow a conductive contact
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Figure 4.1: Optical arrangement of a distributed feedback semiconductor laser. HR - High
Reflection mirror; AR - antireflection coating [114].
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the main processing steps for the fabrication of RW laser diodes [115].
to the p region. Large metal contacts are then deposited on the top and bottom of the laser.
However, this design has no ridge grating and will therefore have multiple longitudinal modes.
The simplest way of fabricating a single longitudinal mode laser is by placing the grating
outside the active region of the laser and fabricating a DBR laser as is shown in Fig.4.3.a).
However, InGaN laser diodes have strong internal polarization fields which cause issues with
absorption in non electrically pumped QWs in the grating region [116]. Another method shown
in Fig.4.3.b) is the use of buried gratings. These require complex overgrowth steps which can
introduce higher levels of non radiative recombination from threading dislocations caused by
surface defects from interrupting the growth process. Fig.4.3.c) shows a surface etched DFB
laser. When surface gratings are used ion etching induced damage can detrimentally effect the
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Figure 4.3: Different implementations of Bragg-gratings in laser diodes [115].
p-type contact. Additionally, surface grating designs also have higher optical losses in the un-
pumped grating region. It is possible to address some of these peroblems using shallow etched
lateral grating design shown in Fig.4.3.d). To increase coupling efficiency and simplify the
fabrication process it is possible for the grating and ridge to be made in a single fabrication step.
This process is known as deeply etched lateral gratings and is the method used for the novel laser
transmitter sources used in this chapter. This design looks applicable with InGaN/GaN lasers,
specifically because of the low damage fabrication process for these devices. Fig.4.3.e) shows a
less commonly used active corrugated metal layer.
DFB and DBR lasers are a well established technology with the first DFB laser demonstrated
four decades ago. However, the first GaN-based DFB laser wasn’t demonstrated until 1998 when
Hofstetter et al. demonstrated the fabrication of an electrically injected InGaN/GaN-based DFB
laser with a holographically defined 3rd order grating. The first DBR laser was demonstrated by
Cho et al., pulsed emission was achieved from an electrically injected InGaN/GaN-based DBR
laser pulsed emission was achieved. The grating for this laser was created using dry etching of
the p-AlGaN upper cladding. Similarly to the first DBR laser pulsed emission was demonstrated
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by Schweizer et al. for the first DFB laser using a laterally coupled second order grating. Both
of these devices used surface gratings which do not require epitaxial growth.
GaN DFB lasers could find uses in a number of applications. In relation to the topic of optical
communications there are some advantages that single wavelength DFB lasers have over their
FP counterparts. With limited bandwidth transmitters in the visible wavelength a viable option
for increasing data rates is the use of WDM. Single wavelength DFB lasers offer high density of
orthogonal channels in such a system. An additional advantage of DFB lasers is the possibility
of reducing background interference with signals. Using a single DFB laser operating within the
Fraunhofer solar lines would reduce interference from natural ambient light in free space VLC
systems. In addition to these applications in optical communications there are other fields which
would benefit from the development of DFB lasers. Atomic clocks would benefit from a narrow
linewidth blue laser for atomic cooling transitions. Another use for these devices is accurate
targeting of emission wavelength in fluorescence spectroscopy in medical diagnostics [110].
4.2 InGaN/GaN distributed feedback laser diodes with deeply
etched sidewall gratings
With the Bragg length close to 400 nm it is difficult to fabricate first order sidewall gratings due
to the feature size required (40 nm) and the high aspect ratios. Therefore, the devices used in
this chapter use 3rd order gratings and the minimum feature size in this case is 120 nm.
The devices were fabricated at CST Global and were tested and measured at the Univer-
sity of Glasgow. Commercially available GaN laser grade material was used for fabrication
of these DFB devices. The devices were fabricated using metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy
(MOVPE). Three InGaN quantum wells were fabricated with GaN barriers, an Al0.2Ga0.8N
electron blocking layer, GaN waveguide layers, Al0.06Ga0.94N cladding layers and a GaN cap
layer.
Electron beam lithography was used to define the gratings and ridge patterns in ZEP 520
resist. The resolution of the EBL tool (Raith VB6 UHR) was 1 nm which allowed the grating
to be fabricated with accurate resolution to produce the desired Bragg wavelength. The pattern
was transferred into a 100 nm thick SiO2 mask. The grating and ridge was produced with an
STS multiplex tool used for inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. In order to fabricate
steep grating walls which are close to being vertical a Cl2/N2 based ICP etch process with 300
W platen and 600 W coil power was used.
The electrical contacts were produced using Pd/Au on an Md doped p-GaN cap layer. Con-
tact area definition was achieved using SiO2 as an insulator. A backside metal stack of Ti/Pt/Au
was deposited after the wafer was mechanically thinned and polished.
The etched grating of the DFB laser is shown in Fig.4.4 and Fig.4.5. The orientation of the
grating is different from that of the DFB design in Fig.4.1. The device is laterally etched to
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Figure 4.4: SEM micrograph of the as etched 3rd order grating [110].
Figure 4.5: Micrograph looking towards the edge of the grating [110].
produce a sidewall grating on the ridge rather than the surface grating in Fig.4.1. The targeted
duty cycle for the grating was 70-80%. However, the achieved duty cycle was approximately
50%. This discrepancy was mainly caused by over exposure during EBL but also process bias
between resist and oxide line widths introduced during RIE contributes. When ICP etching is
used there is an unavoidable sidewall angle as a result. In this case at the bottom of the ridge
the duty cycle is approximately 80%. The bottom of the ridge is where the interaction with the
optical mode is strongest. The following section presents the results from characterisation of the
DFB laser used for optical transmission.
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Figure 4.6: LVI curve of the DFB laser at 26◦C.
4.3 DFB characterisation
This section describes the experimental method for characterising the novel DFB laser used in
the optical communication system in section.4.4. The results of this characterisation are also
expressed in this section with The LVI, emission spectra and bandwidth of the device presented.
4.3.1 Experiment, results and analysis
The experimental design for characterisation is similar to that described in section.3.3.1. The
laser LVI was once again measured at a fixed temperature of 26oC with the laser connected to
a heatsink and temperature controlled as in section.3.3.1. This LVI curve was measured at the
position of the photodetector after losses through transmission and the optical setup. The device
was found to have a high threshold current, turn-on voltage and series resistance. When using
sidewall etched gratings the p contact surface area is reduced and this increases series resistance.
Fig.4.6 shows the LVI curve. The threshold current of the device is approximately 160 mA at a
turn-on voltage of 10.5 V. The laser diode output was collected and collimated with a one inch
focal length lens before being transmitted over a free space link of 10 cm. It was then focused
onto a power meter (Newport 1918-R) with a second one inch focal length lens. After surpassing
the threshold the power received at the power meter increased from 0.1 mW until a maximum
reading of 21.62 mW.
The power meter was then replaced with a spectrometer, whilst the lens configuration was
maintained, and the wavelength of the laser light was measured at varying drive currents. The
results are exhibited in Fig.4.7. The laser spectral width is around 0.5 nm, this is limited by the
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Figure 4.7: Emission spectra for DFB laser at drive currents from 185 mA to 230 mA.
resolution of the spectrometer. The spectra was measured at drive currents from 185 mA to 230
mA. As the drive current increases the emitted wavelength shifts towards a longer wavelength,
this is known as Fabry-Perot shift. This is as a result of a change in the effective cavity length
of the laser as is described in section.3.3.2.
The optical modulation bandwidth and the small signal frequency response were then mea-
sured as in section.3.3.1. With the only change being the Femto photorecevier was swapped
for the Newport 818-BB-21A photoreceiver. The normalised small signal frequency response is
shown in Fig.4.8. A 224 mV AC sinusoidal signal was combined with DC bias currents from
185 mA to 230 mA. The system is calibrated to compensate for the effects of the SMA cable
and bias-T at the transmitter. As can be seen in Fig.4.8 the highest bandwidth was found at a
drive current of 220 mA where the bandwidth is approximately 927 MHz.
The - 3 dB optical modulation bandwidth is shown as a function of drive current in Fig.4.9.
It can be seen that the bandwidth increases with drive current until it reaches a maximum of 645
MHz at a drive current of 230 mA.
4.4 NRZ-OOK Communications
This section describes the optical communication using NRZ-OOK modulation format with the
violet DFB laser as the source transmitter. The experimental design is described before the
results are presented.
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Figure 4.8: Frequency response of DFB laser at drive currents from 165 mA to 230 mA
Figure 4.9: -3 dB optical modulation bandwidth for bias currents from 130 mA to 230 mA
4.4.1 Experiment, results and analysis
The experimental description of these measurements given in section.3.4 is applicable here. Eye
diagrams were measured using an oscilloscope at different data rates as shown in Fig.4.10 and
Fig.4.11. Fig.4.10 shows the eye diagram at 1.7 Gbit/s, with the error rate a multiple of 10−9, at
a drive current of 230 mA. Although the eye diagram is subject to high amplitude noise and time
jitter the BER in this condition was still very low. Fig.4.11 shows the eye diagram at 1 Gbit/s,
with the error rate at a multiple of 10−9, at a drive current of 187 mA. At this lower data rate the
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Figure 4.10: Eye diagrams showing error-free data transmission at 1.7 Gbit/s
Figure 4.11: Eye diagrams showing error-free data transmission at 1 Gbit/s
eye diagram is more open. However, there is still significant undershoot visible at this data rate.
Due to the reduce bit period at 1.7 Gbit/s the eye width is necessarily reduced when compared
to the eye diagram at 1 Gbit/s. In addition to this the eye height is also reduced to around 25 mV.
The oscilloscope was then replaced with the BER detector. Bit error rate (BER) measure-
ments of the NRZ-OOK system were measured using a BER detector. The maximum error free
data rate as function of drive current was measured and can be seen in Fig.4.12. When measur-
ing the BER the drive current and, therefore, optical power was varied to find the drive current at
which the transmission was error free (> 1x10−9) for each bit rate. This error free drive current
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Figure 4.12: Left axis shows maximum error free data rate versus required current. Right axis
shows the optical power corresponding to this drive current.
ranged from 187 mA to 230 mA for data rates from 1 Gbit/s to 1.7 Gbit/s. The required optical
power for error rates less than 1x10−9 at 1, 1.25, 1.5, and 1.7 Gbit/s was 4.168, 4.467, 8.128 and
9.333 mW respectively, as shown in Fig.4.12.
4.4.2 Summary
In this chapter the data transmission capabilities of a novel DFB laser with deeply etched side-
wall gratings were investigated. The device was characterised in terms of its LVI, frequency
response, and bandwidth. The device was found to have subnanometer linewidth demonstrating
the possibility of high density carrier WDM communications using such devices.
The laser was found to be capable of transmitting data error free up to 1.7 Gbit/s. The data
transmission capabilities of such a device were unknown as this is the first GaN based DFB
laser with deeply etched sidewall gratings emitting in the visible to be used in a communications
system. This is slower than the maximum achievable data rate when using commercial lasers
as is demonstrated in section.3.4. This is attributed to a combination of high threshold and high
series resistance which was found to be greater than 10 ohms.
Chapter 5
OAM Underwater
This chapter presents the analysis of underwater effects on a set of 11-OAM modes propagating
through slowly flowing water, at speeds similar to that found in oceanic conditions. A review
of the published research on OAM communications and the effects of turbulence will be given
first. After this the experimental design and methodology are discussed. The final section of the
chapter details the results from the analysis of underwater effects on channel crosstalk and the
potential causes of this.
5.1 OAM communications and turbulence effects
The use of OAM in a real world setting has already been demonstrated using radio waves [117].
Using an antenna disk with a stepped phase discontinuity Tamburini et al. were able to emit
radio waves with l=1. It was shown that these waves were completely orthogonal and distin-
guishable from plane waves allowing for OAM multiplexing. Furthermore, Wang et al., in 2012,
transmitted at a data rate of 2.56 Tbit/s utilizing OAM multiplexing [118]. This data link was
achieved by supplementing polarization multiplexing with OAM multiplexing. OAM multi-
plexing has been used in combination with polarization multiplexing and wavelength division
multiplexing to demonstrate a system at 100 Tbit/s at wavelengths from 1536.34 nm to 568.5
nm [119]. In the visible range Gibson et al. used a HeNe laser to transmit information encoded
as OAM states [120]. They were able to generate, transmit, receive and distinguish between
eight OAM states over a distance of 15 m. This paper not only exhibited the multiplexing prop-
erties of OAM but also the increased security levels of OAM. It was shown that if the beam
is intercepted away from its axis there will be inherent uncertainty about the form of the beam
due to angular restriction and lateral offset. As is discussed in section.3.1 visible light com-
munication underwater is a growing area of interest for its high bandwidth capabilities and low
absorption coefficient underwater. Recently, Ren et al. performed underwater communication
utilising OAM multiplexing to produce a system at 4 Gbit/s. They investigated various effects
on the system from the underwater channel conditions such as scattering, water currents and
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turbulence [121].
Due to the necessity of maintaining the beam’s phase profile for successful distinction be-
tween OAM states, it is necessary to consider atmospheric turbulence and phase aberrations for
transmission through free space. Work is being done to better understand these effects [122].
Optical waves propagating in free space encounter atmospheric turbulence effects. The astro-
nomical society have studied these effects in depth to correct the resultant aberration in the
images produced after propagation through turbulence [123]. The refractive index of the atmo-
sphere is a function of temperature and humidity in air. As these vary randomly across a wave
front this introduces a spatially dependent refractive index which leads to phase distortion across
the optical beam wavefront [124]. Under certain circumstances, the phase fluctuations can be
represented using Kolmogorov statistics and this is referred to as thin phase turbulence [125].
This phase deformation can be described by the phase structure function from Kolmogorov
statistics. If we take two points in the wavefront r1 and r2 with each point having an associated
phase fluctuation φ(r1) and φ(r2), respectively, then the phase function structure is described by
〈[φ(r1)−φ(r2)]2〉 and the ensemble average of this must meet the requirement given in Eq.5.1.
〈[φ(r1)−φ(r2)]2〉= 6.88‖r1− r2r0 ‖
5
3 (5.1)
The r0 term is the Fried parameter which is defined as the diameter of a circle over which
the RMS wavefront aberration is equal to 1 rad. The ratio of the aperture system, D, to the Fried
parameter, r0, is used to characterise the effects of turbulence. For the case when Dr0 < 1 the
limiting factor for the system resolution is the system aperture. The other limiting case where
D
r0
> 1 the atmosphere limits the resolution.
Kolmogorov statistics can be used to predict the modal crosstalk of an OAM system sub-
jected to atmospheric turbulence. Assuming thin phase turbulence, the power received in the
mode adjacent to the transmitted mode can be calculated using Eq.5.2.
s∆ =
1
pi
∫ 1
0
ρdρ
∫ 2pi
0
dθe−3.44(
D
r0
)(ρsin θ2 )
5
3
cos∆θ (5.2)
This theory has been confirmed for predicting modal crosstalk from atmospheric turbulence.
Currently there is limited research on the effects of turbulence in water instead of the atmosphere
[126]. The work in the rest of this chapter will show experimental measurement of modal
crosstalk from underwater turbulence and effects.
5.2 Experimental design and system characterisation
The experiment consisted of a Tx and Rx placed 3 m apart within a water tank which was 15
m long and 0.3 m wide. The OAM modes were transmitted through water flowing at speeds
similar to the gulf stream (1.3 ms−1). The flow rate was set at three speeds and the modal
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Figure 5.1: A coherent laser source (Src) with a wavelength of 535nm is coupled into a single
mode fibre, and the output of the fibre is collimated by a 25mm lens. The collimated laser light
is directed onto the surface of a spatial light modulator (SLM), which has a digital hologram
encoded on it’s optical surface to modulate the phase to the desired OAM mode. As the digital
hologram is a diffraction grating, the first-order diffracted beam is spatially filtered at the focal
plane of L1. A second lens, L2, of the same focal length is used to collimate the beam be-
fore propagation over the submersed link. To prevent modal degradation resulting from surface
boundary effects, a Gorilla-glass optical window (OW) is used within a submersed 3D-printed
water-proof enclosure, shown in (b). A field lens, L4, for focal length 500 mm is used to miti-
gate divergence accumulated over the submersed link. A flip mirror (FM) is utilised to allow for
images of the received mode to be collected by C1. A combination of a mode analyser (MA)
and a lens, L5, are used to transform the received OAM modes in discreet positions on a fast
camera, C2.
crosstalk was measured at these three rates. The experimental layout is detailed in Fig.5.1.a).
The beam from a Thorlab’s laser diode (CPS532) was spatially filtered via a single mode fibre
and used to illuminate Cambridge Correlator’s SLM (SDE1024) with a Gaussian plane wave.
Labview was used to control the l-forked hologram pattern generated on the SLM which was
varied to give different OAM modes. By varying the refractive index across the liquid crystal
display of the SLM it is possible to generate beams with different values of OAM. Lens L1 was
used to focus the first order OAM mode through aperture A1 eliminating the other modes from
transmission. L2 was used to collimate the mode before it is transmitted through 3 m of flowing
tap water which is contained within a tank approximately 15 m long and 0.3 m wide. The floor
of the tank is covered in gravel and bedrock similar to that of a coastal environment. Passing
the mode through a water to air boundary would introduce distortion to the OAM mode due to
the uneven surface of the water, therefore, the beam passes into a bespoke water proof enclosure
which reflects the beam through an underwater glass boundary which introduces less distortion.
This enclosure is shown in Fig.5.1.b).
Tip tilt aberration results from turbulence and mechanical stress on the system due to flowing
water. The degree of tip tilt aberration is measured by transmitting a 0th order OAM mode
(Gaussian mode) through the water and focussing it onto camera C1 without passing it through
the mode analyser. The centre of mass (CoM) of the beam is then calculated at 16 µs intervals
over a 10 s period and from this the tip tilt angle at the transmitter is calculated and shown in
Fig.5.3.(a-c) for flow rates of 1.08, 1.38 and 2.02 ms−1. This misalignment will contribute to
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Figure 5.2: Height profiles (a,c) and photos (b,d) of refractive elements 1 (top) and 2 (bottom)
of mode analyser. The aperture size is d = 8mm [130].
the observed modal crosstalk.
The beam at the receiver is analysed to measure the OAM spectrum. At the receiver lens
L4 ensures the collimated beam is reflected onto a novel optical element called a mode analyser
[127]. The mode analyser consists of two refreactive optical elements shown in Fig.5.2. The
mode analyser is used with a convex lens to spatially separate the different OAM modes. The
mode analyser takes an input OAM mode with an azimuthal phase gradient and transforms this
into a plane wave with a transverse phase gradient which is then focussed by the convex lens
to lateral positions at the focal plane dependent on the transverse phase gradient. A geometric
transform can be performed if mapping of the input coordinates (x,y) to the output coordinates
(u,v) is conformal as described in Eq.5.3.
∂u(x,y)
∂y
=
∂v(x,y)
∂x
(5.3)
the mode analyser uses a log polar transform where v(x,y)=aarctan( yx) and u(x,y)=−aln(
√
(x2+y2)
b )
as this satisfies the requirement for conformality [128, 129]. The a term is a scaling parameter
taking the value a= d2pi .
Therefore, the phase profile of the transforming optical element is given by Eq.5.4.
φ1(x,y) =
2pia
λ f
[
yarctan
(y
x
)
− xln
(√x2+ y2
b
)
+ x
]
(5.4)
Using this optical element results in a phase distortion due to the varying optical path length.
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It is therefore necessary to correct this distortion using a second optical element at the Fourier
plane of the first image transforming element. The required phase distortion is calculated from
the far field amplitude of a plane wave passed through the image transforming element and is
given by Eq.5.5.
a2(u,v) = exp
(
iφ1(x,y)− i 2piλ f (xu+ yv)
) 2pi√∣∣∣∂u∂x ∂v∂y −(∂u∂y)2∣∣∣
(5.5)
Therefore, there is a second optical element used to correct the amplitude distortion from
the image transforming element. This phase correcting element is the inverse phase profile of a2
and is given by Eq.5.6.
φ2(u,v) =−2piabλ f exp
(
− u
a
)
cos
(v
a
)
(5.6)
Where u and v are the cartesian coordinates in the Fourier plane of the first element. After
these steps focussing the output plane waves generated from different OAM modes gives a lateral
distance described by Eq.5.7.
tl =
λ f
d
l (5.7)
Matlab was used to process the frames from camera C2. Eleven equally sized regions were
selected, with each region’s pixel values summed to measure the power received in each different
OAM order. The modes were l =+5 to l =-5 and the crosstalk is shown in Fig.5.3.(e-g) for when
the transmitted mode was l =2. The power measured in each region is an average of the power
over a 10 s window. Fig.5.4 shows the power matrix which shows the channel crosstalk for all
input modes.
Due to the use of the mode sorter in this experiment it was possible to analyse the temporal
power variance in each mode. This was measured for mode l = 2 in free space and at the fastest
flow rate of 2.02 ms−1 shown in Fig.5.6. This figure also shows the variation for the higher order
mode of l = 5. This measurement can give an indication of mechanical movement between the
transmitter and the receiver.
As light propagates through the water it encounters particulates in the system causing ab-
sorption and scattering reducing the overall system power. The relative power fluctuation was
measured over a 10 s window and is plotted for the three flow rates shown in Fig.5.7 along with
the scintillation index.
5.3 Tip tilt aberration and modal crosstalk
Fig.5.3(a-c) shows the deviation in CoM for the three flow rates 1.08, 1.32 and 2.02 ms−1.The
CoM for each frame is calculated and the deviation from the mean CoM of all the frames is
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Figure 5.3: (a-c) A centroid measurement was calculated from each recorded frame, and plotted
as a scatter plot to determine tip tilt aberration. Images of the received optical modes for optical
modes (d) l = 2 and (h) l = 5. (e-g) For each flow rate the modal crosstalk can be determined
by the intensity profile on camera C2. The measured intensity is averaged over 1200 frames for
each speed respectively. The transmitted mode was l = 2.
Figure 5.4: A crosstalk matrix can be generated to visualise the expected crosstalk for each of
the 11 OAM channels for flow rates 1.08 ms−1, 1.32 ms−1 and 2.02 ms−1 respectively. The
measured crosstalk is the averaged modal crosstalk over a 10 s measurement window. Hence,
crosstalk arising from tip-tilt aberrations and static system aberrations both contribute to the
crosstalk measured.
calculated and presented as the angular tip tilt variation at the transmitter. The CoM deviation
in the x direction is given by Eq.5.8. The CoM deviation in the y direction is given by Eq.5.9.
Cx =
N
∑
i=1
Mixi
mass
(5.8)
Cy =
N
∑
i=1
Miyi
mass
(5.9)
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Where Mi is is the mass at position xi and position yi in each formula. Given the variation in
position and length of propagation the CoM variance can be represented in rads using Pythagaras
theorem to convert the variance. The CoM showed little variation over the three speeds with a
standard deviation of 9.92 microrads, 8.89 microrads and 7.88 microrads at 1.08 m/s, 1.38 m/s
and 2.02 m/s respectively. Therefore, from the consistent standard deviation of CoM we can
assume a consistent value for tip tilt turbulence regardless of longitudinal flow rate. Fig.5.3.d
and Fig.5.3.h show the beam profile for modes l=2 and l=5 after propagation through the water.
After the CoM variance was measured the modal crosstalk at the three flow rates was mea-
sured when the transmitted mode was l=2. The results are shown in Fig.5.3(e-g). There is
crosstalk inherent to the system from the mode sorter and the mechanical instability of the sys-
tem. The mechanical instability contributes to tip tilt aberration and produces crosstalk into
other OAM modes. Pure OAM states are defined relative to the z axis which is normal to the
plane in which the azimuthal phase gradient exists where the complex amplitude of the pure
mode is exp[ilφ ]. When measured using a different z axis the beam becomes a superposition
of different OAM modes. OAM modes are Laugerre Gaussian modes described using cartesian
coordinates by Eq.5.10.
ψl,p(x,y) =Cl p(
2(x2+ y2)
w2
)
|l|
2 L|l|p (
2(x2+ y2)
w2
) x exp[
−(x2+ y2)
w2
] exp[ilatan2(x,y)] (5.10)
Any beam cross section can be described Eq.5.11 using Braket notation.
|ψ〉=
∞
∑
l=−∞
∞
∑
p=0
|lp〉〈lp|ψ〉 (5.11)
Where ψl,p = |lp〉 and |ψ〉= ψ(x,y) When the mode is misaligned as in Fig.5.5 the mode is
described by Eq.5.12.
ψ(x,y) = ψl,p(x−∆x,y−∆y) exp
[
i
2pi
λ
(xsinα+ ysinβ )
]
(5.12)
Where ∆x,∆y,α and β are the beam offset and angle of incidence with the plane at right
angles to the measurement axis. The OAM spectrum of this misaligned mode is described by
Eq.5.13.
Pl =
∞
∑
p=0
Pl,p =
∞
∑
p=0
|〈lp|ψ〉|2 (5.13)
Where |ψ〉 is the beam cross section ψ(x,y) given in braket notation and is given by Eq.5.11.
Where |lp〉= ψl,p and is a pure mode cross section.
The consistent crosstalk across each flow rate indicates that the inherent system factors are
the main contributor to the modal crosstalk as oppose to effects of underwater turbulence.
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Figure 5.5: Relationship between beam axis and measurement axis. The beam axis is tilted with
respect to the measurement axis by the angles α and β in the (x,z) and (y,z) planes, respectively.
In the plane z = 0, the beam axis is offset with respect to the measurement axis in the x direction
by ∆x and in the y direction by ∆y [131].
Fig.5.4 shows the crosstalk for all 11 input modes (l=-5 to l=+5) at three flow rates. Again
from the matrix we can see that the modal crosstalk is consistent across flow rate for all the
transmitted modes. The following section examines variations in modal crosstalk and power
over time.
5.4 Temporal analysis of modal crosstalk and power varia-
tion
Fig.5.6 shows the crosstalk variation for each frame and how it varies with time. Looking at
how the crosstalk varies frame to frame can give a better understanding of stability. The in-
stantaneous crosstalk was measured for l=2 without flowing water and for l=2 and l=5 at 2.02
ms−1. The temporal variance in crosstalk was greatest without water flowing in the channel.
This suggests that when water is present this reduces movement of the transmitter and receiver
from mechanical effects such as tank vibration. Therefore, one of the main issues when com-
pensating for crosstalk in an underwater OAM system will be the mitigation of tip tilt aberration
as a result of mechanical instabilities.
Fig.5.7(a-c) shows the frame to frame power variation over 10 s. The power variation gives
insight into the effects from floating particulates in the water reducing the optical power by
scattering and absorption. The scintillation index allows for analysis of the temporal power
fluctuation and is given by Eq.5.14.
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Figure 5.6: System stability is an important consideration. To investigate the stability of the
submersed link we consider the channel crosstalk measured at each individual frame. Each
frame has 16 µs exposure time. It can be seen that the free-space link (a) has greater frame-
by-frame variation in modal crosstalk as compared to a link that has water flowing at 2.02 ms−1
(b). This variation may be due to increased mechanical vibration. We further consider an OAM
mode with l = 5, showing the stability is broadly similar for the higher order modes.
Figure 5.7: Optical scattering from particulates are a concern with a submersed optical link.
These particles move with the fluid flow and can result in a variance in measured crosstalk and
power loss. The normalised power is considered frame-by-frame for flow speeds 1.08 ms−1,
1.32 ms−1 and 2.02 ms−1.
σ2I =
< I2 >−< I >2
< I2 >
(5.14)
.
It can be seen that the scintillation index increases with flow rate. As the flow rate increases
the rate at which the particulates pass through the propagating beam increases. This leads to a
higher fluctuation in power and therefore a higher scintillation index.
5.4.1 Summary
In conclusion we have experimentally measured the crosstalk between OAM modes propagating
through slow moving water. Our initial results indicate that tip-tilt aberration is a considerable
contributing factor to the expected inter-channel crosstalk. In coastal conditions, we expect there
to be little modal degradation arising from phase aberrations. However, we expect mechanical
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stability of the optical system to be a central source of modal crosstalk. In this chapter a review of
communication systems demonstrating OAM multiplexing was given. The modal crosstalk and
causes of crosstalk were analysed also. The modal crosstalk was not found to vary significantly
as a result of the water flow rate or water particulates suspended in the water from the coastal
gravel and bedrock. The crosstalk that was apparent in the system was as a result of inherent
system factors such as mechanical vibration. Therefore, compensating for mechanical vibrations
would make OAM a viable option for underwater multiplexing in VLC.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
This thesis presented novel free space optical communication systems using different modula-
tion formats, multiplexing schemes and transmitter sources. The optical devices used as system
transmitter sources were either µ - LEDs or lasers emitting radiation in the visible portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum. All systems were found to have high speed data capabilities in the
region of gigabits and would be useful in different applications of visible light communications.
Chapter 1 provided a brief history of the LED and major milestones in its development
towards contemporary technology. In the past decades advances in the growth of AlInGaN
materials has brought us to the point were solid state lighting is highly efficient and in the coming
decades will replace current incandescent and fluorescent lighting infrastructure. This is despite
the fact that the reasons for efficiency droop and high number of dislocations in InGaN LEDs is
not properly understood. A review of the fundamental operation of LEDs was also given. Next
in this chapter was a short history of the laser diode ranging from the first optically pumped ruby
rod laser to the modern GaN laser diode which could be the basis for future underwater optical
communications. A review of how laser operation contrasts to that of LEDs was given. Finally
a brief theoretical introduction and historical review of the advanced multiplexing techniques of
OFDM and OAM were given.
Chapter 2 began with an introduction to LED applications in visible light communications.
Particular emphasis was given to the state of the art and recent achievements with GaN based µ
- LEDs. A brief description of the layout and fabrication process for novel µ - LED arrays used
as transmitter sources was presented. These devices have small active areas and are designed in
an array to match optical fibre arrays. In this chapter the first VLC system was presented using
a violet µ - LED. The implementation of OFDM using IM/DD for VLC systems was described.
The device was first characterised by measurement of LVI, emission spectra, frequency response
and bandwidth before being modulated by the QAM-based OFDM signal in the VLC system.
The key result of this research was the demonstration of the record data rate for a violet LED
system at 7.91 Gbit/s. This device was shown to be the highest bandwidth LED in the violet
wavelength range at 655 MHz.
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Chapter 3 introduced the results of moving to a laser as the source transmitter for VLC.
A review of the state of the art for laser based VLC was given at the start of this chapter. A
discussion of the different environments where lasers may yet find commercial applications such
as FSO systems or underwater communication systems was provided in the review. Interests
in lasers as sources for VLC stems from some of the advantages associated with using lasers
instead of LEDs. Specifically, lasers have higher bandwidth and efficiency than LEDs and the
mechanisms for this were explained in Chapter 3. The laser source used for the experiments
in this chapter was the Osram PL450B. The results from characterisation of this device were
presented before the results of deploying the device in a VLC system were presented. The
initial system utilized NRZ OOK as the modulation format achieving 4.7 Gbit/s. The merits of
QAM modulation, OFDM and adaptive bit loading were shown in this chapter as the data rate
increased to 15 Gbit/s for the same device.
Chapter 4 discussed the operation of DFB lasers and how they achieve narrow linewidth
emission. The various methods of fabricating a grating in the DFB were introduced. Then
the characterisation of a novel InGaN distributed feedback laser with deeply etched sidewall
gratings was presented. The device was also modulated using a NRZ OOK signal and the system
achieved error free transmission at 1.7 Gbit/s. These devices were shown to have subnanometer
linewidths. With a narrow emission spectrum such lasers could be used for high density WDM
systems. Additionally, with measured linewdiths as low as 0.5 nm these lasers could operate
in the Fraunofer lines where the absorption linewidths can be several nm. This would reduce
ambient lighting interference.
Chapter 5 introduced the concept of turbulence and the OAM modal crosstalk that is in-
duced by turbulence. A review of communication systems demonstrating OAM multiplexing
was given. The modal crosstalk and causes of crosstalk were analysed in this chapter. The
modal crosstalk was not found to vary significantly as a result of the water flow rate or wa-
ter particulates suspended in the water from the coastal gravel and bedrock. The crosstalk that
was apparent in the system was as a result of inherent system factors such as mechanical vibra-
tion. Therefore, compensating for mechanical vibrations would make OAM a viable option for
underwater multiplexing in VLC.
6.0.1 Future work
As a result of the research in this thesis a 6 month feasibility study to develop an early system
underwater communication prototype is under way at the University of Glasgow (Undercomm
Phase 1). So far a TRL4 prototype has been developed using the Osram PL450B laser, charac-
terised in this thesis, as the transmitter source. The laser acts as a direct optical link at 450 nm
in a gigabit ethernet system.
The InGaN DFB described in Chapter 4 was fabricated using a process to produce deeply
etched sidewall gratings which do not require the complex overgrowth steps required for over-
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grown DFBs which can introduce higher levels of non radiative recombination from threading
dislocations caused by surface defects from interrupting the growth process. Sidewall etched
DFB lasers do not risk damaging the p contact, unlike surface etched devices. The InGaN DFB
laser used in this thesis was shown to have a subnanometer linewidth. Work is underway to
lower the threshold current of these devices and reduce the series resistance. A novel applica-
tion of these devices would be a background immune optical communication system. Taking an
optical communication system similar to the one described in chapter 2 with added background
interference and filtering would be an experimental demonstration of the benefits of a narrow
linewidth DFB laser. Solar irradiance has been found to increase the BER in VLC system or re-
duce the system data transmission capacity [132]. One method of alleviating this issue would be
operation of VLC systems at Fraunhofer solar lines. for example the Fraunhofer line at 396 nm
is 1.5 nm wide and therefore the linewidth of the DFB in this thesis is narrow enough. Further
developments are required to reliably produce lasers with accurate wavelength output. Develop-
ment of a DFB laser at one of these wavelengths would allow a demonstration of a VLC system
which is highly immune to ambient solar light. In addition to exploring background immunity of
these narrow linewidth lasers further work could show the achievable density for WDM. Narrow
linewidth devices allow for high density of carriers in WDM systems which can be separated
by filtering. Further work could explore the accuracy requirements for filters in terms of their
transmission versus wavelength characteristics.
Chapter 5 investigated the effects of water flow rate, coastal condition bedrock and mechan-
ical stability on OAM modal crosstalk underwater. This is a new area of research and much
research has still to be done for the technology to mature. In Chapter 5 it was shown that the
turbulence effects from flowing water were minimal when compared to the crosstalk as a re-
sult of tip tilt aberration through mechanical instability. As orthogonality of OAM modes is
dependent upon coaxial propagation of modes, precise alignment between the transmitter and
receiver is required . Therefore it is likely that mitigation techniques such as adaptive optics
compensation will be required to reduce modal crosstalk. Additionally, this work has not con-
sidered effects of thermal gradients in water which will introduce further crosstalk. This chapter
explored crosstalk for a horizontally propagating beam. In oceanic and other water types verti-
cal propagation of OAM modes will be greatly affected by variation in temperature across the
link as the temperature of water is more variant vertically than horizontally in most scenarios.
Therefore, vertical propagation of OAM modes should be investigated and will have a different
set of issues to overcome.
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